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Disclaimer

All users of this book do so entirely at their own risk. The author and publisher disclaim 
any liability for injury, injury resulting in death, or any other damage by anyone undertaking 
a trip (skiing, ski touring, snowboarding, snowshoeing or any other activity) in any of the 
areas described in this book.

Backcountry/slackcountry skiing/snowboarding and winter mountain travel in general has 
inherent risks. All the areas in the book can be dangerous to travel in during the winter. 
Rapidly changing weather, avalanches, wild hungry animals, etc can all make an usually 
“easy day out” into a nightmare. The mountains do not care if you live, die or get hurt but 
in my experience they will tap you on the shoulder a number of times before taking action. 
It is up to you to leave the ego at home and listen to the warnings. The mountains aren’t 
going anywhere and it will likely snow next winter; there’s no point in rushing things.

The areas covered in this book have easy or short access for the most part but don’t let 
that fool you into thinking something can’t go wrong. Remember it takes time to get “the 
call”, load the heli and find you; without the correct skills and a practised team it might not 
matter how good the search and rescue service is. You may only be 2km away from the 
highway but if you’re bleeding out due to a compound femur break those 2km will feel a lot 
further.

To keep the mountains wild and free we must take full responsibility for ourselves, 
the people we ski with and the actions we take in the mountains.
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Foreword
Kicking Horse Pass supposedly gets its name from James Hector, a Scottish 
geologist travelling with the Palliser Expedition, who was reportedly the first 
European to encounter the area. It’s said Hector’s horse kicked him in the chest 
at this juncture, hence the name of the pass. This seems fitting, as the dramatic 
landscape of this area can literally leaving you short of breath. 

This relatively small geographic zone, by Canadian backcountry standards, packs 
a big punch. It has something for everyone, from mellow snowy roads for nordic 
touring, to low angled trees and pillow lines, to glaciated peaks and couloirs 
framed by iconic 11,000 foot peaks like Mount Victoria, Lefroy and Temple. The 
area lies along the Continental Divide bridging Alberta and British Columbia: 
Alberta skiing being known for its big mountains and glaciated peaks, while B.C. 
is recognized world-wide for powder skiing. Kicking Horse Pass provides the 
best of both of these worlds. 

This past winter, Marcus “Confessions of a Ski Bum” Baranow, introduced us 
to the subtle nuances of this intricate zone, as well as his eclectic sociological 
theories, on a few memorable, educational and chilly days out. We were awed by 
the possibilities and found ourselves veering away from many of our safe “go to” 
areas in Kananaskis and along The Icefield’s Parkway and committing ourselves 
to the various lines along this short stretch of the Trans-Canada Highway. Due 
to a persistent cold-snap and deep instability, we began the season by keeping 
our noses mostly in the trees, trying to link up various narrow, but playful lines 
to make continuous runs, before transitioning for multiple laps. As the season 
progressed and we gained a bit of confidence in what we were seeing, we ventured 
above the timber to scope out summits and steep lines. We were rewarded each 
time we took the time to venture west past Lake Louise. 

We owe a huge debt of gratitude to Marcus for so openly sharing his hard-earned 
knowledge of the area. Perpetually stoked, and fuelled by an unconscionable 
amount of Pepsi, he has spent many hard and cold hours bashing through the 
forest in search of good tree lines, scoping out possible steep ski descents and 
identifying markers. It is safe to say that although he may not be the first person 
to ski many of the lines found in this book, he is one of the first to identify as 
many runs as possible and a few of his lines are destined to become classics. 
 
So to Marcus, all guidebook authors and people who share trip reports, our hats 
are off to you. Much like the early European travelers and adventurers, like 
James Hector, you help pave the way and identify landmarks that we all get to 
enjoy and benefit from today.

Play safe, ski hard, learn lots and have fun!

Adam Campbell and Laura Kosakoski
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Introduction
I have always viewed the Kicking Horse Pass area as one that has been skied for 
a long time but in a very limited way. Although I know there are people out there 
who have explored many of these “off the beaten path” routes, I rarely see tracks 
while in those areas. Places like Paget Glades, Ogden North Shoulder and Narao 
Glades can often be “tracked out” as far as backcountry standards go, while the 
shorter access skiing options won’t even have a hint of tracks.

I know what some of you are thinking at this point: “Yeah but now because of 
this book all those places will be busy too!” I see it differently. By presenting new 
ideas people will spread out and many of those high traffic areas will become 
more enjoyable. Hopefully gone are the days of skiing Paget Glade laps with 50 
other skiers, although that is also fun!

This book was written in the same style as my previous ones and you will 
find it fairly detailed with the help of maps and pictures. If you are looking to 
experience true adventure it is best to leave this book on the store shelf and head 
out to the great unknown. If you are looking to have fun skiing and hope to give 
the more unpleasant areas a miss then this book should provide you with all the 
information needed.

The Kicking Horse Pass area is a wonderful place to ski and offers everything 
from low angle tree skiing to steep no fall glacier lines. It can provide you with 
a place to go during heightened avalanche danger or a quick lap when you’re 
feeling a little lazy. While high up in the mountains here you will also note many 
options for multi-day trips as you get excellent views of the surrounding zones.

I hope with the help of 
this book you experience 
as much fun as I have 
had skiing, exploring and 
documenting the area. We 
are truly lucky to have such 
a place to enjoy on skis!

Marcus Baranow
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General Information
Below you will find some general information and tips on spending time in the 
Banff National Park area. Although the bulk of the runs in this book fall inside 
Yoho National Park it is likely you will spend most of your non-skiing time in 
Banff National Park.

Travelling Here
Banff National Park is a major tourist destination, seeing millions of visitors 
every year, with the bulk in the summer season. Travelling here should not be a 
difficult task as many major airlines either fly directly to Calgary or have short 
stops in either Toronto or Vancouver. Once in Canada it is best to rent a vehicle, 
one with winter tires would be a plus but it seems this option is rarely provided, 
in which case a four wheel drive vehicle may be your best bet. If driving within 
North America your goal will be to reach the Trans-Canada Highway which 
travels directly through Banff National Park.

Staying Here
Accommodation within the National Parks can be tricky whether you are coming 
for a week long ski holiday, ski bumming until the snow goes bad or staying 
for a whole season. Cheaper accommodation can sell out and random car/tent 
camping is illegal. Finding long term housing can also be difficult and expensive. 
It is wise to plan well ahead if staying in the area otherwise you may be forced to 
stay outside the park or pay more than you would like.

Supplies
Shops in Banff will be able to fulfill all your basic needs, skiing and otherwise. 
Lake Louise has a small mall area which can satisfy basic needs, most notably an 
excellent book/map stores and outdoor shops. The town of Canmore, just outside 
the National Park to the east, will provide you with everything from used gear 
shops to big box stores. To the west you will find Golden, which is comparable to 
Banff for supplies. While driving within the park it is wise to regularly fill your 
gas tank in the towns, intermittent gas stations charge accordingly.

Parks Canada
If you have not previously visited Banff National Park you should visit an 
information centre in either Banff, Lake Louise or Field as there are many legal 
regulations you may not be aware of. Visitors must purchase a Park Pass, which 
is an entry fee but will also cover any rescues required within the National Park 
bounderies. If staying overnight in the backcountry everyone in your group must 
purchase a backcountry wilderness pass. Other information such as area closures 
for avalanche control or wildlife, local conditions, and possible reports from 
returning parties can be gathered from information centres. A stop at one is not 
only necessary, but also beneficial.
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Skiing In The Canadian Rockies
Below you will find information regarding the unique nature of backcountry 
skiing in the Canadian Rockies. If you are new to the area then consider hiring 
a local guide for your first day out to better understand the differences found 
here from other backcountry ski areas. This section assumes that you already 
have previous backcountry ski training or experience; this is not your one stop 
source for backcountry skiing education.

Snowpack
The snowpack in the Canadian Rockies can be downright tricky compared to 
many other places in the world. It is a common mistake to underestimate its 
complex nature. We live in a dry continental climate which produces some 
extremely light and dry powder snow but this also causes an overly variable 
snow pack with deep persistent weak layers that can be problematic for most of 
the ski season.

Variable Snowpack
The wind can often distribute the snow unevenly due to its light and dry nature. 
You will likely notice windward areas with no snow beside areas with cornices 
and deep lee deposits. Slopes that are cross loaded can have multiple deep zones 
alongside shallow ones. Triggering avalanches while travelling between the 
thinner and thicker deposits is common and it may not always be obvious when 
these transitions are occurring. Along with avalanche problems a variable and 
thin snowpack can also present the opportunity for hitting buried rocks or fallen 
trees while skiing, ski style should account for this possible interaction.

Persistent Weak Layers
Persistent weak layers, such as depth hoar and facets, can be a season-long 
problem often producing avalanches long after these layers have been buried. 
Although we can get surface hoar layers it is a little less common. Depth hoar 
and facets are often a problem lower down in the snowpack near or at the ground. 
These layers are generally the result of a cold spell in the early winter while the 
total snowpack was still thin. The wind can also transfer faceted snow over areas 
creating uneven problems for when these persistent weak layers get covered up; 
this creates a slope with many trigger points (“hot spots”) for skier triggered 
avalanches. Since these persistent weak layers are often near or on the ground the 
avalanches they produce can also run off the ground, resulting in a very violent 
ride for the victim and death is often caused by trauma. Smaller avalanches or a 
skier’s slough can also cause larger step down avalanches running off buried and 
otherwise bridged persistent weak layers.
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Complex Strata
When it is all put together the overall layering of the snowpack is often very 
complex until a true melt-freeze takes over in the mid to late spring. Do not 
underestimate the often stubborn nature of the snowpack if avalanche reports are 
warning of bad conditions but your party is not seeing avalanche results.

Crevasse Bridging
Snow bridges on glaciers are regularly thin throughout the skiing season and it 
is common practise to always carry a rope and travel roped up while skinning. 
Contrary to what some people may suggest there are plenty of crevasses large 
enough to fall into on the glaciers here.

Remoteness
One of the main draws for skiing here also holds one of the greater hazards; while 
the almost limitless, remote, and isolated wilderness of the Canadian Rockies 
within the Mountain Parks offers great freedom, it comes at the cost of great 
self responsibility. Have a plan, be prepared to deal with any problems that your 
group may encounter and do not assume someone will be able to rescue you.

Planning
Due to the remoteness of the area you should leave a plan or itinerary with 
someone you will not be travelling with, so if check-ins or return times are not 
met they will be able to initiate the appropriate search measures. You can also 
organize return times at a Parks Canada information centre in Banff, Lake Louise 
or Field. If heading out on a multi-day trip you need to register for camping 
permits at these information centres and therefore can organize a check in with 
them at the same time.

Rescue
Most of the time you will not have a cellular signal or be near urban infrastructure. 
Outside of the more popular day trip zones you will not be likely to see other 
people. Your party should be completely self-sufficient, including self-rescue. 
Although the National Parks here have excellent, on-sight search and rescue 
programs it is common that they are hampered by bad weather or avalanche 
conditions. Your best bet is to be prepared and trained in self-rescue. Carrying a 
satellite phone, SPOT, Garmin InReach or other such devices are good uses of 
pack weight but should not be your “go to” rescue plan as practiced self-rescue 
can often be quicker. If you do self-rescue and need medical attention you can 
either call 911 once back in cell range or head to the closest hospital which will 
likely be in the town of Banff. Although Lake Louise has a medical clinic it is 
not prepared to deal with serious injuries, the time spent contacting someone 
to meet you there (they have limited hours but are on call) could very well be 
better spent driving to Banff. These are  tough decisions but ones you should be 
prepared to make.
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Season Quality and Quantity
The ski season here is long (some might argue never-ending) but with long 
seasons come long droughts and questionable turns, if you feel like it hasn’t 
snowed in a while don’t worry, it will. If you stretch your season here you will 
end up skiing everything from fluff on rocks to sun cups on glaciers.

Regular Season
Locals here will start skiing in mid-to-late October and end in late May, with 
most considering November to April to be a more true ski season. In the early 
and late seasons the access or lower valley skiing is often plagued with low snow 
depths and this tends to puts people off from making regular trips. Usually by 
December you can travel in and out of most places without issue. Most seasons 
you will start seeing more consistent snow fall around mid-February with the 
bulk coming down from March into April. Sometime in April the snow pack will 
head into a melt-freeze cycle, while late April to mid-May provides corn skiing 
that generally has less snowpack issues. May through June can be a great time 
for the larger objectives on the higher icefields and this usually ends the season 
for most skiers.

Never Ending Seasons
Some people never stop skiing here and 
although it is possible, it can end up 
being a fair amount of work heading into 
summer. Many of the high north facing 
glaciers can be skied any time of the 
year and often strips of avalanche debris 
in lower gullies can be skied into mid-
summer. Those Facebook posts from 
friends skiing in September probably 
included core shots and less than ideal 
conditions, so don’t get too jealous.

Ski Terrain
The National Parks in this area stretch 
along the Great Divide and include large 
glaciated mountains and icefields at 
higher elevations but fairly dense forests 
in the valleys. Both alpine and forest 
areas are often littered with cliffs. Many 
falling in the “not skiable” range. You 
should have a good understanding of the 
overall terrain you will be travelling in 
before heading out, blind or exploratory 
downhill skiing here can result in death.
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Aspects
In general north and east aspects will be much steeper than south and west aspects. 
If skiable, north and east aspects will often still have many cliff areas both in the 
alpine and below tree line. Travel is generally easier and more straightforward 
on the lower angle south and west aspects but due to being windward and sun 
exposed these slopes can have their own snowpack problems.

Glaciers
The glaciers here are less active and generally have less/smaller crevasses than 
many other ranges in the world. You will still notice isolated areas with large 
crevasse holes and seracs, especially on the larger icefields. It is considered 
normal practice to rope up on all glaciers and icefields in the Canadian Rockies 
due to the thin snow bridges, which are the norm here.

Tree Skiing
Many skiers will tell you that there is no good tree skiing found in the Canadian 
Rockies but this is likely due to their skill set being actually tuned to skiing 
glades. If you can handle true tree skiing then you will likely be able to get 
fresh turns in all season long, as these areas are not often utilized. In general it is 
normal to ski forest terrain by connecting ski able tree pockets that are separated 
by short sections of thicker trees. If you are more interested in spaced out tree 
runs (glades) then you will need to search for areas at treeline or trim lines along 
avalanche paths.

Weather
Weather patterns in the Canadian Rockies can change rapidly. They can  be extreme 
at either end of the spectrum and are very hard to forecast. While travelling in the 
mountains you should be prepared to deal with any type of weather, regardless 
of the forecast. It is not uncommon to experience temperatures in the -25°C to 
-35°C range and during winter temperatures down to -50°C can occur during 
most seasons. Cold spells can happen suddenly and be short-lived or they can sit 
around for several weeks. If planning a mid-winter camping trip it is important 
to plan for these temperatures and use tested gear that you can rely on. It is also 
not uncommon to have warm swings, even mid-winter. Although this is less of an 
issue for gear prep, you should take careful note of the changes this can produce 
in the snowpack.

Access
Access to backcountry ski terrain within the National Parks is limited to human 
power. You can charter helicopters for some areas by being dropped off just 
outside the border of the National Park which is common practice for some of 
the more remote ski zones, (Freshfield Icefield, Clemenceau Icefield, etcetera).
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Skiing Kicking Horse Pass
Kicking Horse Pass is found at the Alberta/B.C. border where highway 1 and 
The Great Divide meet in the Canadian Rockies. This is also the border which 
separates Banff and Yoho National Parks. The majority of this book covers ski 
runs found within the province of B.C., the Alberta side of the pass opens up to a 
large valley. All run covered here start from either the Lake O’Hara or The Great 

Divide Lodge parking 
lots, again both found 
on the B.C. side of the 
pass. 

Parking
There are two parking 
locations that provide 
access to all the areas 
and runs found in this 
book. For the south side 
of the highway use the 
Lake O’Hara parking 

lot and for the north side use The Great Divide Lodge parking lot. Both areas 
are plowed in the winter but when storms come through they can produce large 
amounts of snow at valley bottom. If parking at The Great Divide Lodge you 
should ask where it is best to park at the front desk, or if there is a plow working 
you can ask them. In order to keep up with snowfall at the lodge you may be 
asked to park in a certain area, as backcountry skiing becomes more popular it 
is important to work with those providing access in order to keep good relations. 

The Great Divide Lodge
The Great Divide Lodge is found at the summit of Kicking Horse Pass in Yoho 
National Park to the north of Wapta Lake. Outside of lodging it has a restaurant 
and bar which can be a great way to end a day of skiing in the area. Over the years  
it has experienced name 
changes so be aware 
of that if you can’t 
seem to find it years 
after this is published. 
The parking lot at 
the lodge is the only 
plowed area to access 
this side of the highway 
in winter. Although 
there is an alternative 
summer parking lot for 
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the Sherbrooke Lake 
trail it is not currently 
being plowed in winter, 
this could change in 
the future but I don’t 
expect it to. When 
using the parking here 
please be respectable 
to those working at the 
lodge, I have never had 
a negative interaction 
with the staff and they 
have always been 

helpful when trying to best organize their parking lot for skiers. If leaving a car 
here to do the Wapta traverse they will likely ask you to leave a set of keys in 
order to move your car for plowing.

Railroad Crossing
It has been common practice in the past to cross the railroad in order to shorten 
access to places like Cathedral Glades but this is trespassing. As backcountry 
skiing gets more 
popular it is important 
to respect the laws 
dealing with this issue 
as an influx of illegal 
crossings could result 
in area closures as it 
has in other places in 
Western Canada. The 
rail workers are already 
preforming a very 
dangerous job, let’s not 
make it more difficult 
for them.

Cell Service
You will notice that it is possible to find cell service in most of the areas around 
Kicking Horse Pass. The signal is often weak and may disappear as easily as it is 
found. You should not rely on cell service for emergencies and taking a satellite 
communication device is well worth the pack weight.
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How To Use This Book
This book is divided into two main sections, the North Side and South Side 
of Kicking Horse Pass. For each ski area there will be a title, description and 
map. For each ski run there will be a title, description, map reference #, vertical, 
distance, directions and terrain pictures. The following are how each are defined. 

Title: The name I have given the area/run. May be slightly different than 
traditional names to lessen confusion (for example Ogden North which is 
normally referred to as Ogden Shoulder, this was done due to having the south 
shoulder covered in the book).

Description: Not labelled as such and found directly under the title. This 
information is how I see the area/run in a greater context and is there to give you 
a quick idea what the area/run has to offer. It may include personal preferences, 
insights, avalanche risks and maybe even a few off hand comments.

Map Reference #: The number which relates to the route found on the map. 
These routes are estimates and are only here to assist you in order to follow the 
directions, in all cases you need to adjust travel to the conditions found.

Vertical: Roughly the amount of vertical you will gain/loss for access and the 
ski run. These are estimates and are only here to assist you in order to follow 
the directions, in all cases you need to adjust travel to the conditions found. 

Distance: Roughly the distance travelled horizontally for access and the ski 
run. These are estimates and are only here to assist you in order to follow the 
directions, in all cases you need to adjust travel to the conditions found.

Directions: Instructions to access and ski the run. I have tried to keep this as 
“meat and potatoes” as possible. And yes, I realize that “you can also do it this 
way”; my route selection is often a result of straightforwardness or easiest for 
people new to the area. In all cases you need to adjust travel to the conditions 
found.

Pictures: I have tried to get the best possible pictures for every area/route but a 
few I would have liked did escape me. Please see the copyright page for credits.

Maps: I created my own topographical map for this book based on the CanMatrix 
maps produced by the Natural Resources Canada (NRCan). It contains 
information licensed under the Open Government Licence – Canada, (https://
open.canada.ca/en/open-government-licence-canada). If you compare my maps 
to others you will likely find extra glaciers, smaller glaciers and more/longer 
runouts – I updated these aspects using pictures, GPS marking while out skiing 
and other first hand information in an attempt to create the most up to date map 
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possible as far as skiing is concerned. This map should not be used for summer 
travel and should still be taken with a “grain of salt” (as all maps should in my 
experience!).

Map and Picture Route Lines: Terrain pictures and maps will have red dashed 
lines marking the access routes (skin tracks/bootpacks/etc). Each line will have 
a circle with a route number within it; this is the Map Reference number found 
under the description. After some debate I decided to add downhill lines to 
this book where the run does not backtrack on the access line. You will also 
notice lowercase letters on maps and pictures, these were put in place in order 
to reference the spot or feature. In all cases you need to adjust travel to the 
conditions found, these route lines are only there to assist you with the 
descriptions and directions.

No ATES?
As you will likely notice, I have not included 
ATES ratings, (Avalanche Terrain Exposure 
Scale). It is important to understand that I am 
not an ACMG Guide and therefore the act of 
officially classifying ATES ratings is beyond 
my professional certification. I hope I have 
made it clear in my descriptions and directions 
that most of the terrain found in this book 
falls within the “Challenging” and “Complex” 
ratings. Just because I don’t say there is 
avalanche risk doesn’t mean there isn’t. You 
should always be aware of where you are and 
what the risk is.

It is critical that you are able to identify the 
type of terrain you are travelling within or 
near. The best way to start to do this is by taking  
AST courses (Avalanche Skills Training) from 
a certified ACMG Guide. Even after taking 
both AST courses it is important to seek 
ongoing training from either an ACMG Guide 
or someone with professional level avalanche 
training (for example Avalanche Operations 
Level 1, 2 or 3).

Map Legend
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North Side
On the north side of highway 1 at Kicking Horse Pass you will find 3 named 
peaks and a several unnamed which provide excellent skiing terrain. To the east 
is Mount Bosworth and the majority of the terrain here is closed for the winter 
season as the avalanche paths threaten the highway and are remotely controlled. 
To the west is Paget Peak and Mount Ogden, both are free to explore all season 
and provide skiers with everything from mellow tree skiing to steep alpine lines. 
The unnamed peak to the west of Mount Bosworth was named Weather Station 
Peak in this book as the “Upper Bosworth” weather station rests at the summit. 
Most of the slopes face south on this side and get lots of sun even in the deep 
winter months. 

The Great Divide Lodge is found directly to the north of Wapta Lake at Kicking 
Horse Pass. If you are visiting the area and plan on skiing the runs found in this 
book it would be an excellent place to stay while doing so. Day parking for skiers 
has changed a few times over the years and during your first visit of the season 
it is best to go in and ask where they prefer you to park. If there has been heavy 
snowfall then you can ask the person plowing instead as they will have made 
plans on dealing with the situation.

Access

Directions: From Lake Louise drive about 14km west on highway 1. The turn 
off for The Great Divide Lodge is a short distance after a pull off for truck drivers 
and just before reaching the big hill heading down to Field. If coming from 
Field drive about 12km east on highway 1 and turn left at the top of the big hill 
with Wapta Lake to your right. After parking you will find a wildlife gate to the 
north-west of the lodge. All directions for this side of the highway start from this 
wildlife gate.
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Mount Bosworth Closure
If you have only recently started skiing around Kicking Horse Pass then I’m sorry 
to inform you that many of the big classic roadside lines found here are now part 
of this closure. The south aspect of Bosworth had several excellent ski lines in 
the form of avalanche paths, unfortunately they also directly threaten the busy 
highway below. The closure includes the full south aspect and smaller sections of 
the north aspect and lasts from late October to mid May each year at the time of 
this publishing. More information can be found online by searching for “Mount 
Bosworth Yoho closure” on google or by contacting one of the Parks Canada 
information centres. It is important to respect the closure for not only skier/parks 
relations but also for personal safety, the start zones can be remotely triggered. 
Please note that the map and images in this book are my own creation and before 
skiing in the area you should seek out the official information from Parks Canada.
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Bath Exit Valley
I personally feel that this is one of the 
least utilized zones for skiing in the 
greater Banff/Yoho area, in the past it 
seems people have mostly used it to exit 
from the Bath Glacier. From the parking 
lot at The Great Divide Lodge you can 
start skinning uphill right away and at 
the end of the day ski fall line almost 
directly back to your car. For many 
years I have rather enjoyed the fact that 
no one seems to ski here, I rarely saw 
tracks in this zone, even after I started 
blogging about it. Much of this area is 
true tree skiing but once you learn the 
basic routes even those more used to 
glades will find this area acceptable. 
Once the snow depth becomes 
respectable (to Rockies standards at 
least) there are several drainages that 
can provide a great amount of fun. The 
upper alpine areas also hold some gems 
but admittedly much of the year those 
runs suffer from shallow snow due to wind. I have broken the forest area down 
into a lot of separate micro runs, over the years I have learned that “20m to the 
left” can make a big difference here. I have attempted to keep the break down 
as simple as possible but I will not be surprised when I get an email saying my 
directions make no sense or are hard to follow. If nothing else, the main features 
that should be noted in the forest area are Staff Accom Creek and Trucker’s 
Drainage. And if all fails then forget the guidebook directions and explore this 
area via downhill skiing and uphill bushwhacking!

Paget Avalanche Runout
This is the quickest open style run to ski in the Kicking Horse Pass area. The 
trees below can also provide some good turns for those who don’t mind true 
tree skiing. This avalanche path runs full path multiple times most seasons and 
the area should not be considered a safe option by any means. Because the path 
faces south the avalanche debris here can cream out rather quickly, so often the 
best time to head here is after a few sunny days when the overhead exposure has 
been removed.

Map Reference #1 for access, downhill line is to the right of ‘a’.
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Vertical: 400m access and run if going to the top of the runout and skiing back 
to the trail in the forest. 250-300m laps in the runout are possible.

Distance: 1.2km one way to the top for access. The runout is about 0.75km.

Directions: Follow the directions on page 13 to park at The Great Divide Lodge 
and to find the trailhead. Head left (west) on the trail for about 200m until you 
see a summer trail sign. Leave the trail and skin uphill through the forest to gain 
just under 200m of vertical to arrive at the toe of the runout at about 1800m. 
From here it is often best to skin up the forest to the climber’s right (east) to 
remove some exposure, (very large avalanches can enter these trees from the 
clues present). At any point you can enter via the flank to ski down or skin up 
until you run out of trees to enter from the top of the runout. If you are looking 
to ski the full avalanche path from the alpine you can find the run information 
on page 45.

Lodge Trees
Directly above The Great Divide Lodge you will find this mixed density tree 
skiing area. To the skier’s right you will find the Paget Avalanche Runout run and 
the skier’s left Staff Accom Creek. Unless you get lucky you will most likely run 
into sections of flat or low angle terrain. Generally speaking the best area to skin 
up is directly in the middle while the better skiing is on either side. Although I 
would categorize this area as “tree skiing” there are some short open areas that 
begin to feel more like glade skiing.

Map Reference #2 for access and the downhill run.

Vertical: 500m access and run.

Distance: 1km one way for access and run.

Directions: Follow the directions on page 13 to park at The Great Divide Lodge 
and to find the trailhead. Skin directly uphill from the wildlife gate for 500m of 
vertical where you will reach the alpine fans of Paget Peak. Ski back the way 
you came.

Staff Accom Creek
This is the creek found directly uphill from The Great Divide Lodge and once 
filled in it can provide a nice long run. There are sections with dead fall and you 
might want to skin up along it to have a look before fully committing. If it gets 
too spicy it is often easy to exit to the skier’s left and join up to the Blaze Trees 
run. Exiting to the skier’s right is often more difficult as that side is often steeper 
but if you work the wall long enough you can usually gain the Lodge Trees area.

Map Reference #2 or 3 for access, the creek is found to the left of ‘b’.
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Vertical: 400m access and run.

Distance: 1.1km one way for access and run.

Directions: Follow the directions on page 13 to park at the Great Divide Lodge 
and to find the trailhead. From the gate head right (east) along the wildlife fence 
a short distance where you will find a small creek. From here you can skin up 
either side of the creek with the climber’s right side being a bit easier to navigate 
than the climber’s left. Regardless which side you go up the terrain will push 
you away from the creek as the walls steepen. The creek top is found at about 
2000m where it becomes less pronounced, you can either start downhill skiing 
from here or continue skinning up to the alpine fans of Paget Peak to extend your 
run another 100m.

Tomato Paste Creek
A short connecting creek drainage that 
branches off from Staff Accom Creek 
at about 1900m. It starts at about 
2100m in a very recognizable deep 
“slot” before turning into a mini half 
pipe like feature. It can provide a fun 
short section of skiing before you must 
decide if you are going down Staff 
Accom Creek or entering Blaze Trees.

Map Reference #3 for access, the 
creek is found to the right of ‘b’.

Vertical: 450m access, run is 200m 
before joining Staff Accom Creek or 
Blaze Trees.

Distance: 1.4km one way for access, 
run is 0.5km before joining Staff 
Accom Creek or Blaze Trees.

Directions: Follow the directions for Staff Accom Creek found above. Follow 
the climber’s right side directions until finding a secondary creek within the 
forest at about 1900m. Skin up this creek feature which trends to the climber’s 
right to about 2100m where you will find a small cliff outcrop at the start of the 
run. The creek here is often a deep slot like feature and should be recognizable. If 
you were to ski down the other drainage found here to the skier’s left you would 
be skiing the On Ramp Drainage which leads to Trucker’s Drainage.
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Blaze Trees
If you head east past the bottom of Staff Accom Creek and skin up the forest rib 
you should notice several blaze marks on the older trees in the area. This forest 
rib area can provide some excellent tree skiing. It is also fun to start with Tomato 
Paste Creek and at the skier’s right turn start heading fall line into Blaze Trees. 
The downfall to this run is the tricky route finding in the bottom half of the run, 
the dance between Staff Accom Creek and Thick Shit can be difficult to maintain.

Map Reference #3 for access and run.

Vertical: 450m access and run.

Distance: 1.4km one way for access, run is 1km.

Directions: Same directions for Tomato Paste Creek found on page 22 but 
instead of following the drainage just ski fall line within the forest. The upper 
section is fairly easy for downhill route finding but at about 1850m you will have 
to head skier’s right and ski along the wall of Staff Accom Creek (or just enter it 
to finish). At about 1700m it is possible to head back skier’s left and ski the last 
section of steeper glades (where you would have seen the blazed trees).

Thick Shit
The name should say it all, but it doesn’t. If you ski too far skier’s left in the 
bottom half of Blaze Trees you will end up here and it can often not be any fun 
at all. On the plus side if you do find a way through, there is a nice section of 
tree skiing for about 100m before reaching the wildlife fence. Is it worth it? No, 
it is not.

Map Reference #3 for access, ‘c’ marks the worse section on the map.

Vertical: 250m access and run.

Distance: 0.75km for access, run is 0.5km.

Directions: Same directions as Blaze Trees found above but at 1850m continue 
skiing fall line instead of heading skier’s right. Attempt to find a way through the 
thicker trees that often have flat (or uphill!) sections to reach the more open trees 
below. You may also end up in a open tree area further skier’s left which links up 
to Trucker’s Drainage.
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On Ramp Drainage
This low angle drainage is a great starting location for a number of runs including 
Staff Accom Creek, Tomato Paste Creek, Blaze Trees and Trucker’s Drainage. It 
is less of a run in it’s own right in that sense but it does have a small cliff area at 
the ‘which run’ decision point which could be fun to session.

Map Reference #2 for access, the ‘run’ is marked by ‘d’ on the map.

Vertical: 600m access, run is 50-60m before connecting to one of the other runs.

Distance: 1.75km for access, run is 0.25km before connecting to one of the other 
runs.

Directions: Follow the directions on page 13 to park at The Great Divide Lodge 
and to find the trailhead. Skin directly uphill from the wildlife gate for 600m of 
vertical where you will reach the alpine fans of Paget Peak. Skin along the trim 
line until you notice a slight open drainage to your right (often there are hints of 
open water here). Ski down the drainage to find yourself at a cliff feature where 
you can then decide which run you want to go down. Head skier’s right for 
Staff Accom Creek, Tomato Paste Creek or Blaze Trees. Head skier’s left to ski 
Trucker’s Drainage.

Loading Dock Glades
As far as glades go this is as close as it gets behind the lodge. Often ski partners 
have pointed this section out to me while tree skiing in the area, “oh that looks 
good!” and it is good but the glade section is short-lived. If you link this area up 
starting with Trucker’s Express and continue down into Trucker’s Drainage then 
it creates a much longer and diverse run.

Map Reference #2 and then 4 for access, area marked by ‘e’ on the map.

Vertical: 650m for access, 200m run.

Distance: 2.2km for access, 0.5km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for On Ramp Drainage found above but 
continue following the trim line past that run and head north-east across the flatter 
treeline area towards Weather Station Ridge. You will skin over a series of old 
lateral moraines and gain the highpoint tree area just below the alpine. Ski down 
this area staying on the highpoint to enter the thicker trees where, with some 
luck, you will find yourself above several great open glade sections. This area 
funnels into the Trucker’s Drainage run but it is possible to link up to the Tomato 
Paste Creek/Blaze Trees/etc area with some forceful skier’s right trending.
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Trucker’s Drainage
A very long creek drainage and a great run for those who can stomach a few 
short spicy sections. The run starts at high treeline and is fairly low angle to start 
but as you drop into the forest it becomes steeper and featured with short slot 
canyons, pillows and dead fall tarps during low snow periods. If you end up here 
with low snow travel will become difficult and exiting while travelling downhill 
is mostly impossible, it is often wise to admit defeat and skin up and out of the 
run. If exiting above 1900m it is best to head skier’s right over to Blaze Trees, 
if below 1700m you can catch the nice section of Thick Shit but in between you 
could be facing a nasty bushwhack. The 
lower skier’s left side exit is Air Brake 
Trees which is Thick Shit’s evil twin. 
If the run is filled in then you should 
have a great time all the way down to 
the wildlife fence where you will see the 
truck stop area found on highway 1.

Map Reference #2 and then 4 for 
access, drainage is to the left of ‘f’ on 
the map.

Vertical: 650m for access and run.

Distance: 2.2km for access, 2km run.

Directions: Follow the directions on 
page 24 for Loading Dock Glades but 
skin a little further east to find a slight, 
flat drainage feature. Ski down the 
drainage a short distance where it will 
become less flat and fairly open to start. 
Below 1900m there are several sections of deadfall and a slot canyon, both are 
skiable with a deep snowpack. If these sections are thin it is best to throw the 
skins back on and traverse out of the run to the west to link up to the Blaze Trees 
run.  If you were able to ski the full drainage you will end up near the truck stop 
area on highway 1, follow the wildlife fence to the west to get back to the parking 
lot.

Chain Up Trees
These are probably the steepest trees found in this zone and the area can provide 
excellent slightly off chamber skiing until reaching Trucker’s Drainage. The run 
starts off low angled just below the alpine start of Weather Station Ridge and 
after going around a large cliff the pitch gets steeper and the trees evenly space 
out. Up to now this area has likely seen very little downhill traffic and much of 
the lower dead tree arms are intact. Skiing off chamber to the skier’s left will 
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extend the run but don’t trend too far as you could find yourself in Air Brake 
Trees (not fun).

Map Reference #3 for direct access, run line is marked ‘g’ on map.

Vertical: 550m for access, 300m run if skiing off chamber.

Distance: 2km for access, 0.75km run if skiing off chamber.

Directions: It is possible to follow the directions for Trucker’s Drainage on page 
25 and then continue following the trim line of Weather Station Ridge to it’s 
south aspect but often when I go to ski this run I do the following: from the 
wildlife fence skin up the Blaze Trees run to 2000m. Start trending climber’s 
right (north-east) to skin into and out of Trucker’s Drainage, roughly at the point 
where the other runs in the area join it. Continue skinning climber’s right (north-
east) up the forest where you should start noticing plenty of spaced out White 
Bark Pine trees until reaching the trim line and the south aspect access point for 
Weather Station Ridge. If you come to the large cliff with an open section below 
it, while still in the forest, then you went too far east, wrap around the cliff to the 
climber’s left (west) to get back on track. To catch the steeper, more open section 
of downhill skiing you need to ski the upper section fairly close to the large cliff 
before heading south. You will need to ski off camber to the skier’s left in order to 
get the most value out of the terrain otherwise you will find yourself in Trucker’s 
Drainage rather early on.

Air Brake Trees
You probably don’t want to ski here. What an introduction eh? But seriously this 
area has some nasty bush with plenty of rocky cliffs which usually has low snow. 
The upper section can provide some interesting sections of skiing but it’s not 
worth the torment you will soon face if you think you can “just go down” to get 
out. If you do ski the upper section it is best to either skin back up at 1900m or 
head hard left or right to get to one of the drainage runs which border this zone. 
But in all honesty it’s best just to skip this area altogether.

Map Reference #3 for access, area marked ‘h’ on map.

Vertical: 450m for direct access and run.

Distance: 2km for access, 1km run.

Directions: You can follow the directions for Chain Up Trees found above where 
you will want to ski below and a little east of the large cliff feature in the forest. 
Or you can also follow the wildlife fence at the bottom until seeing the truck stop 
area on the highway in order to skin directly up the run. By skinning up the run 
you will at least have some idea how bad the lower skiing is here.
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Weather Station Ridge
Over the years I looked at this ridge and thought it might provide good access 
to the upper alpine areas. Finally on a insanely cold and windy February day in 
2019 I decided to solo the route to the summit. Although my personal journey 
was extremely unpleasant due to weather I do think this is probably the best and 
more interesting way to access the runs that start from the top of the ridge. Sure 
you can skin up the slope you wish to ski but what is the fun in that? Bring an ice 
axe (or two!) and boot crampons as the ridge is often icy and there are several 
small cliff bands you will need to climb up and over. The views of Bath Glacier, 
Bath Creek and the south-east section of the Wapituk Icefield are excellent from 
the summit, as are the views while travelling along the ridge itself.

Map Reference #3 and then 5 for access.

Vertical: 1050m for access to the summit.

Distance: 4.5km for access to the summit.

Directions: Follow the directions on page 26 for Chain Up Trees to access the 
starting location of the ridge, which is found just above the large forest cliff. 
Follow the trim line on the east side of the ridge to find an easy work around 
to the first lower section. Once on the ridge it is often easier to switch over to a 
bootpack due to several short rocky sections that will need to be climbed/walked 
up and over. Depending on snow depth it may be possible to skin many of the 
rocky sections as well. At about 2400m you should see a good option to ski 
down, this is the Trucker’s Express run (page 29). A short distance further up the 
ridge you will come to the largest cliff feature of Weather Station Ridge at about 
2450m, skiing down from here is the Trucker’s Bypass run (page 29). This cliff is 
the most technical section of the route to the summit. Follow along a wind scoop 
trench ending at a short snow climb which leads to a flat rock bench. From here 
you could keep going directly up or traverse climber’s right to to find a chimney 
with fairly solid holds. At the top of this section the route returns to mostly a walk 
until reaching a smaller cliff at around 2550m. Staying high here can put you 
climbing dangerously close to the overhanging cornice on the climber’s right, 
and it is often possible to find weaknesses in the cliff by walking downhill to the 
climber’s left along it. The last 100m to the top is straightforward but be mindful 
that the climber’s right side is usually a massive overhanging cornice. You will 
find a weather station at the summit, this is the Bosworth Uppper Weather Station 
found on the internet. To the west of the summit is the West Aspect run (page 31) 
and to the east is the Weather Station Bowl run (page 35).
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Trucker’s Express
This 150m alpine shot will bring you directly into Trucker’s Drainage (page 25) 
and requires little effort to reach the start of the run regardless which route you 
take. This slope is often a mix of wind swept rock and ice crusted wind slab but 
can be great after a windless snowfall or a sunny period that creates a mid-season 
“melt freeze” like surface. The terrain here has some more supportive shapes in 
it, so take note on how to use that to your advantage.

Map Reference #3 and then 5 for access from the top, #2 and 4 for access 
from below. Run line is marked ‘i’ on the map.

Vertical: 800m for access, 150m run before entering Trucker’s Drainage.

Distance: 3km for access, 0.3km run before entering Trucker’s Drainage.

Directions: Follow the directions for Weather Station Ridge (page 27) to access 
this run from the top. Otherwise you can also follow the directions for Trucker’s 
Drainage (page 25) to arrive at the bottom of the run where you will need to skin 
directly up the run for access. Use the more supportive micro features in the 
terrain to work your way up to the top.

Trucker’s Bypass
This run starts about half way up Weather Station Ridge at a large cliff feature. 
Although you might think it joins to Trucker’s Drainage, it does not unless 
you traverse hard skier’s left in the alpine. Instead you will most certainly find 
yourself skiing some lower angle trees before joining up at the Y junction of 
Trucker’s Drainage. This run is otherwise very similar to Trucker’s Express but 
with just a tad more vertical.

Map Reference #3 and then 5 for access from the top, #2 and 4 for access 
from below. Run line is marked ‘j’ on the map.

Vertical: 900m for access, 250m run before reaching the moraine gullies.

Distance: 3.5km for access, 0.7km run before reaching the moraine gullies.

Directions: Follow the directions for Weather Station Ridge (page 27) to access 
this run from the top. Otherwise you can also follow the directions for Trucker’s 
Drainage (page 25) to arrive at the bottom of the run where you will need to skin 
directly up the run for access. Use the more supportive micro features in the 
terrain to work your way up to the top. On the way down you should naturally 
funnel into one of the old lateral moraine gullies leading down into the forest. If 
you take the path of least resistance you will end up in the lower section of the On 
Ramp Drainage but with a little effort you can trend skier’s right to join up with 
Tomato Paste Creek and onward to Staff Accom Creek and/or Blaze Trees runs.
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Weather Station Peak, West Aspect
Probably the best overall run found off this unofficially named peak if you can 
get it outside of it being completely wind swept and icy. The slope also has a 
fairly unsupported shape to it, which I never actually noticed until I was skiing 
solo down it nervously. Outside of these problems it is an amazing open face, 
fairly steep alpine run with good fall line relief. The views of the Bath Glacier 
and surrounding valleys are awesome from the summit. Once hitting the lower 
flats make sure to keep up your speed to join to one of the treeline drainage runs.

Map Reference #3 and then 5 for access using Weather Station Ridge, #2 
and 7 for access using the Bath Glacier Exit Slope. Run line is marked ‘k’ 
on the map.

Vertical: 1050m for access, 400m run before reaching the flats.

Distance: 4.5km for access, 1km run before reaching the flats.

Directions: Follow the directions for Weather Station Ridge (page 27) to reach 
the summit. Otherwise skin directly uphill from the wildlife gate for 600m of 
vertical where you will reach the alpine fans of Paget Peak. Follow along the 
trim line heading north until you reach the alpine section below the run. Skin up 
the south aspect to the climber’s left of the run to gain the col and head up the 
north-west ridge leading to the summit. After skiing down the face you will need 
to carry speed over the flats to reach the lower forest runs.

Bath Glacier Exit Slope
At the low point between the unofficially named peaks, Weather Station Peak and 
Paget North Peak, you will find the Bath Glacier exit for the Wapituk Icefield. 
This run is usually very icy or rocky due to it facing almost directly south. Less 
of a destination slope and better left as an exit route when doing the Wapta-
Wapituk Traverse.

Map Reference #2 and 7 for access. Run line is marked ‘l’ on the map.

Vertical: 950m for access, 200m run.

Distance: 3.5km for access, 0.5km run.

Directions: Follow the directions on page 13 to park at the Great Divide Lodge 
and to find the trailhead. Skin directly uphill from the wildlife gate for 600m of 
vertical where you will reach the alpine fans of Paget Peak. Follow along the trim 
line heading north until you reach the alpine section below this south aspect run. 
Skin directly up to the low point where you will find yourself at the Bath Glacier 
exit route for the Wapituk Icefield. Ski back down the way you came and keep 
speed on the flats to link up with the forest section below, which provides many 
different options for exiting the area.
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Paget North Peak South Couloir
This run seems to be high on everyone’s list and it gets skied a fair amount 
considering it hasn’t been featured in a guidebook yet. It is likely that it has 
become popular due to people passing it while finishing the Wapta-Wupituk 
Traverse via Bath Glacier. The feature doesn’t provide a long run but the position 
and rock walls make for an interesting climb and ski. Often the line is exposed 
to an overhanging cornice on the climber’s left but climbing above rocky cliffs 
to the right only adds another type of exposure for the way up. The top section 
is fairly steep and often the run is icy due to the south aspect. Avalanches run 
frequent here as wind blown snow can rapidly build up over the old solar affected 
layers.

Map Reference #2 and 6 for access and 6 for run.

Vertical: 1100m for access, 250m run.

Distance: 4km for access, 0.4km run.

Directions: Follow the directions on 
page 13 to park at the Great Divide 
Lodge and to find the trailhead. Skin 
directly uphill from the wildlife gate 
for 600m of vertical where you will 
reach the alpine fans of Paget Peak. 
Follow along the trim line heading 
north until you reach the alpine section 
below this south aspect run. After 
skinning up the fan you will most 
likely need to switch to a bootpack 
to finish. Climbing on the right side 
of the run hopefully puts you out of 
harm’s way of a collapsing cornice 
but be mindful of the exposure below 
you as you move in that direction. At 
the top you should be able to find a 
weakness in the ridge top cornice to 
the climber’s right, but if not then 
starting below the top might be your 
best bet.
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Weather Station Bowl
This interesting benched bowl is found on the south aspect of the unofficially 
named Weather Station Peak, a little north-west of Mount Bosworth. It provides 
varied alpine terrain over 500m of lost relief which can connect to the outstanding 
Trucker’s Delight run making for a run of 1050m! Although much of the route 
can be worked to provide a margin of safety, the upper bowl provides exposure 
above and below you, depending on how you go about getting to the top. There 
will most certainly be a massive overhanging cornice looker’s left of the summit 
and although the final section to the summit doesn’t look steep from afar, I can 
assure you it is.

Map Reference #3 and 8 for access. Run is #8 to where it joins the creek on 
the map marked with ‘m’ which marks the start of Trucker’s Delight.

Vertical: 1050m for access, 500m run before joining to Trucker’s Delight.

Distance: 4.5-5km for access, 1km run

Directions: Follow the directions for Weather Station Ridge (page 27) to reach 
the summit. To skin up the run use the directions for Chain Up Trees (page 
25) and follow the trim line on the east side of the Weather Station Ridge until 
reaching the flat alpine area to the west of Mount Bosworth. Head north towards 
a series of broken cliffs in the alpine. Skin through the benched terrain, first 
heading climber’s left then back climber’s right to reach a moraine feature which 
should have a large wind scoop on the backside. From here you can see the final 
upper bowl and the route should become fairly obvious. Skin uphill into a flatter 
area which is threatened by the overhanging cornices of Weather Station Ridge 
and has exposure below in the form of cliffs. Work your way to the summit by 
curving back to the climber’s right to find a weakness in the upper cornice ridge. 
It may also be possible to gain the upper section of Weather Station Ridge via a 
weakness in the cornice found along it to the far climber’s left near the flat wind 
scoop feature. Regardless which way you try to reach the top, be on the look out 
for direct lee loading in these upper areas as there may be solar interface layers 
found between wind deposits. From the top (or where you turn around) ski down 
the south facing bowl working your way through the benched alpine terrain. It 
is possible to ski on the right (west) side of the moraine below the upper bowl 
and through a short couloir feature but this should be looked at on the way up 
for coverage. Carry your speed over the lower flats to join up with the Trucker’s 
Delight run to finish your day.
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Trucker’s Delight
By far the funnest run in the area and soon to be raced to after fresh dumps of snow 
before getting tracked out. The draw here is the 650m featured drainage changing 
from open big steep rolls to pillow walls and ends with some tree skiing. This one 
is a real treat for those who learn it and finally get it on a deep stable powder day. 
Although this is an amazing run it needs to be noted that it also has some terrain 
traps with steep slopes that could easily bury you deeper than you’d think. This 
run also presents a border to the Bosworth Closure and you should not ski more 
than a few meters to the skier’s left of it to insure you don’t mistakenly trespass. 
When linked with Weather Station Bowl you get a very long run over a wide 

assortment of terrain.

Map Reference #3 and 8 
for access, drainage start is 
marked ‘m’ on the map.

Vertical: 650m for access and 
run.

Distance: 3km for access, 
1.5km run.

Directions: Follow the 
directions for Weather Station 
Bowl on page 35 and when 
arriving at the start of the 
lower flat alpine area turn to 
the south and head down the 
obvious open drainage. The 
very top is flat but soon you 
will come to steep rolling 
terrain which leads to a section 
of cliffs and pillow walls as 
the tree density increases. The 
lower drainage braids out a bit 
before turning into tree skiing, 
at this point it is probably 
better to start trending skier’s 
right in the forest to finish 
near the truck stop along the 
highway. Follow the wildlife 
fence to the west to get back to 
the parking lot.
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Paget Peak
For decades people have been skiing the trees below Paget Peak or heading up 
to the summit for some of the best scenic views found in the area. Often the 
alpine areas on this peak are windswept or icy but you often find the forest below 
loaded with fresh powder, which can get refreshed even during droughts due to 
the wind. Although Paget Glades has been the long time favorite here there are 
other excellent runs, most noteworthy are the three long paths above Sherbrooke 
Lake. Many people come to ski this area when the avalanche danger rating spikes 
due to the large amount of low angle terrain that is found.

Summer Trail Trees
As you make the journey along the summer trail leading to Sherbrooke Lake you 
may notice that there are some short but steep slopes above and below you. Most 
people have probably skinned and skied past these slopes year after year not 
really thinking much of them but there are some skiing opportunities to be had. 
Admittedly the runs here are very short but some are steep and others present fun 
low angle options for when the danger rating is elevated. Many of the runs also 
have playful pillow features to session. The better options are found just before 
the split in the trail.

Map Reference is where ‘n’ is marked on the map.

Vertical: 80m for access, 30-
60m runs.

Distance: 1-1.5km for access, 
0.1km runs.

Directions: Follow the 
directions on page 13 to park 
at the Great Divide Lodge 
to find the trailhead. Head 
left (west) on the summer 
trail for about 1km until you 
start seeing short tree runs 
above and below you. Pick 
whatever looks good and try 
it out. Outside of that you 
are on your own, these runs 
are too short to bother with a 
breakdown. Skin back up the 
slope or a nearby drainage to 
regain the trail.
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Paget Glades
This long time classic zone has been skied countless times over the decades but 
in all honesty it isn’t the best for modern backcountry skiing when compared to 
the other runs found in this book. Even so, if you learn the terrain here you can 
have a great day out if you can stomach pumping out a bunch of short laps. When 
I first wrote this section I broke the area into a dozen micro lines which I have 
mapped out in order to squeeze the maximum amount of fun out of the area but 
I soon realized the information was very hard to transfer into writing (or even a 
map as the area is fairly small). In the directions I have included  references for 
some of these lines but you should be able to figure out how to use the terrain 
after a day or two of skiing here.

Map Reference #9 to 11 for lower access, 10 for upper access. Run area 
marked ‘o’ on the map with #11 being the “main” low angle option for the 
area.

Vertical: 275m for access to the “180 degree switchback”, 50-200m runs in the 
area.

Distance: 2km for access, 0.2-0.5km runs in the area.

Directions: Follow the directions found on page 13 for The Great Divide Lodge. 
Once through the wildlife fence follow the summer trail to your left (west) for 
about 1.5km where you will come to a split in the trail. Traditionally skiers 
will go left here which leads to Sherbrooke Lake to access the Paget Glades 
area from below but this option runs flat when you could continue up over the 
same distance. If you decide to take the left/low trail then follow it along the flat 
section a short distance before you start to skin uphill over rolling terrain. As the 
trail starts to flatten out again you will start going down and flat, at this point you 
will be under the main area where people ski. Leave the trail and skin up this low 
angled area to reach the upper summer trail and refer to the directions below as 
to the location of the other runs in the area relative to this position.

If taking the right branch skin 20-30m trending to the right (north-east) before 
leaving the cut summer trail to skin up the low angle forest. After a short distance 
you will join back up with the summer trail which heads to the Paget Fire Lookout, 
turn left (west) and follow it. The first more open slope which you come to is 
often skied to add a few short steep turns. Directly below you is what we have 
been calling the “Spaghetti & Meatballs Gullies” which are some short rib/gully 
runs with boulders in them.  From here are you can skin up to the climber’s right 
to find a short cliff chute feature. If you continue along the summer trail you 
will soon come to another more open tree area that is less steep below you and 
steeper above, this is the area most people skin up from the trail below (#11 on 
the map). The summer trail from this point should be obvious as it often looks 
like a mini cat track found at ski resorts as it starts to get a bit steeper. As you 
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follow this upper section of the trail it will start to wrap around the terrain to the 
climber’s right. You should see a bent over tree if you look down the slope (this 
of course could be gone in future years but has been there for a while now), this 
area is what we call ‘The Ridge Line’ and it provides some fun skiing. A very 
short distance up the trail you will come to a 180 degree switchback, you will 
find several fun lane ways within the forest here. At this sharp turn you can also 
go straight a short distance to find yourself above a rockfall area that can provide 
some open skiing, this area can also be accessed higher up using the trail but 
often the slopes above are wind blown or have shallow snow.

Paget Peak, Summit Route
The summit of Paget Peak is very popular in summer but less so in winter. The 
ski down the Upper West Face is often not worth the work but the views at the 
top are. Hold out to do this one on a clear and windless day.

Map Reference #10 and 12 for access.

Vertical: 1000m for access to the summit.

Distance: 4km for access to the summit.

Directions: Follow the directions for Paget Glades on page 41 until the summer 
trail does a sharp 180 degree switchback. From here you can attempt to follow 
the summer trail but it is likely you will lose it at some point. Instead you can go 
directly up fall line within the trees, using switchbacks as the terrain steepens, 
until reaching an open flat area on the south-west shoulder. Skin uphill within 
the next set of trees for about 100m of vertical until reaching the alpine where 
it is often quicker to bootpack the south aspect near the summer hiking trail to 
the summit. It could also be possible to skin on the west to south-west aspect but 
often this area is icy and/or windblown. The first highpoint you reach is the false 
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summit and although the views from here are worth the extra gain/lose, you will 
need to go back the way you came and follow along the bench just below you to 
the north in order to reach the named peak. From here you have several options 
for skiing down, see Upper Paget Slide Path (page 45), Upper West Face (page 
47), Lakeside Glades (page 47) and the 3 Sherbrooke Lake Paths (pages 49-50) 
for directions.

Upper Paget Slide Path
As you journey up the rocky south ridge of Paget Peak to the false summit you 
will probably find yourself looking down the Paget Slide Path. If you wish to ski 
this run from the top, this access route makes good sense as it limits exposure time 
when compared to bootpacking directly up the run. The start zone is complex and 
often the direct lee area holds hang fire from previous avalanches. Avalanches 
events here gain power very fast while moving through the choke section and 
the benched runout provides a terrain trap that creates deep isolated debris piles.

Map Reference #10 and 12 for access. Run line is marked ‘p’ on the map.

Vertical: 850m for access, 
800m run back to the 
summer trail.

Distance: 3.5km for 
access, 1.5km run back to 
the summer trail.

Directions: Follow the 
directions for the Summit 
Route for Paget Peak on 
page 43. After taking in the 
views from the top head 
back down the south ridge 
until reaching this obvious 
avalanche path. Often the 
top section is too rocky to 
ski and you will probably 
need to climb down the 
ridge to enter on the skier’s 
right flank. The choke is 
just above treeline and you 
can ski all the way back 
to the summer trail and 
onward back to the wildlife 
fence in one shot.
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Upper West Face
The area below the false and named summit of Paget Peak offers a broken up, 
often rocky ski descent before reaching either the Sherbrooke Lake Paths or the 
Lakeside Glades runs. When transitioning to the Sherbrooke Lake Paths take 
special note of the thick to thin to thick snowpack that is usually found here. 
Generally speaking most will not care to ski this high up unless you were set on 
tagging the summit.

Map Reference #10 and 12 for access. Ski lines/area is marked ‘q’ on the 
map.

Vertical: 1000m for access to the summit, 400m run before joining to lower runs.

Distance: 4km for access to the summit, 0.6km run before joining to lower runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Summit Route for Paget Peak on page 
43. At the top start skiing down the west aspect paying attention to where you are 
based on the lake below. The terrain here rolls away from you and it is hard to 
judge which lower section you will be meeting up with. To find the Sherbrooke 
Lake Paths aim to be across from the White Rabbit run on Ogden. If looking to 
join up with the Lakeside Glades try to aim for the White Knight run on Ogden.

Lakeside Glades
As with all forest skiing in the Rockies, I use the term “glades” loosely here but 
there are enough open patches to consider it a step above most tree skiing. This 
area starts fairly steep, has a few smaller runouts within it and can be used as a 
good escape out of the upper west aspect if you find the Sherbrooke Lake Paths 
to be less stable than you were hoping for. It is also very easy to set an uptrack 
directly up the run in order to lap it and that is the preferred access if you aren’t 
coming from the summit of Paget Peak.

Map Reference #9 and 13 for access from below. 10 and 12 for access from 
the summit. 13 is the run.

Vertical: 600m access if coming from the lake, 400m run.

Distance: 3.5km for access, 0.6km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Summit Route for Paget Peak on page 
43 and directions for the Upper West Face on page 47 in order to access this run 
from the top.

If you are looking to access this run from below then follow the directions for 
Paget Glades on page 41 by taking the lower summer trail but continue on the 
trail until you reach Sherbrooke Lake. Skin up the trees at the front of the lake 
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(head east on the west aspect of Paget Peak) to the climber’s right of Sherbrooke 
Lake Path 1. After gaining 250m of vertical the open areas to either side will 
choke the trees before widening out again. When you reach the alpine you could 
continue to the summit or ski back down the way you came. You also access 
Sherbrooke Lake Path 1 this way by entering it by the skier’s left flank.

Sherbrooke Lake Path 1
This is the first avalanche path you reach as you ski across Sherbrooke Lake on 
the Paget Peak side. The top can be accessed from the alpine or you can skin up 
the Lakeside Glades run to tuck into it from the side. I consider this path to be the 

second best of the three 
that are found here, (with 
Path 3 being the best). 
It has a couple of short 
benches and a fair amount 
of smaller trees directly in 
the run but still plenty of 
room for most skiers to 
make turns the whole way 
down.

Map Reference #9 and 13 for access, run line is the bottom of the three solid 
lines found above the 13 route line.

Vertical: 700m for access, 500m run.

Distance: 4km for access, 1km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Summit Route for Paget Peak on page 
43 and directions for the Upper West Face on page 47 in order to access this run 
from the top.

If you are looking to access this run from the bottom then follow the directions 
found on page 47 for the Lakeside Glades run and enter it via the skier’s left 
flank.

Sherbrooke Lake Path 2
This is the second avalanche path you reach as you ski across Sherbrooke Lake 
on the Paget Peak side. It is best accessed from below using the trees between 
Path 2 and 3. I consider it the worst run out of the three due to tree coverage but 
the lower section down to Sherbrooke Lake can often be excellent on its own.

Map Reference #9 and 14 for access, run line is the middle of the three solid 
lines found above the 13 route line.
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Vertical: 700m for access, 500m run.

Distance: 4km for access, 1km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Summit Route for Paget Peak on page 
43 and directions for the Upper West Face on page 47 in order to access this run 
from the top.

If you are looking to access this run from below then follow the directions for 
Paget Glades on page 41 by taking the lower summer trail but continue on the 
trail until you reach Sherbrooke Lake. Skin across the lake following the eastern 
shore where the three different paths are very obvious. Skin up the lower fans 
and aim for the trees between path 2 and 3. Before entering the thicker forest you 
may want to keep your switchbacks tight in order to lessen overhead exposure 
(although this probably wouldn’t help if a large avalanche from either path were 
to come down on your position). Once above 2000m and within the thicker forest 
the exposure lessens, although the terrain remains fairly steep. Top out is around 
2300m, to enter Path 2 head to the climber’s right to find the flank.

Sherbrooke Lake Path 3
This is the third avalanche path you reach as you ski across Sherbrooke Lake on 
the Paget Peak side. It is best accessed from below using the trees between Path 
2 and 3. It is by far the best run out of the three with no benches or much in the 
way of trees. The lower fan section 
has a good amount of tree coverage 
but there is enough space to make 
turns all the way to Sherbrooke Lake.

Map Reference #9 and 14 for 
access, run line is the top of the 
three solid lines found above the 13 
route line.

Vertical: 700m for access, 500m run.

Distance: 4km for access, 1km run.

Directions: Same directions as Path 
2 on page 50 but when accessing 
from below go climber’s left to find 
the flank of the run to enter it.
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Ogden South
While everyone seems to know about ‘Ogden Shoulder’ (in this book referred 
to as Ogden North) this area seems to have been kept under the radar by locals. 
The far southern section has a series of steep open trees with more playful tree 
skiing below. Some areas are very steep, rocky and should be scouted a bit before 
attempting. The direct south aspect of the shoulder has some large cliffs that are 
often too shallow to drop due to solar input. Once you get to know the area a 
bit and can open up you’ll be wondering why you were wasting all your time 
across the creek at Paget Glades for tree skiing. As you move north and into the 
alpine you will find yourself above what most people call Ogden Wall, which 
holds dozens of gnarly spines and steep couloir features. It is likely that you 
catch yourself staring up at this spine wall during your first trip to Sherbrooke 
Lake-it is hard not to as a skier! “Do these lines go? How steep are they? This is 
insane!”, are probably common thoughts by most. While much of the wall falls in 
the “unskiable” range, at least with a continental snowpack, there are some lines 
that do go and they make for excellent runs.

Access

Directions: Follow the directions found on page 13 for The Great Divide Lodge. 
Once through the wildlife fence follow the summer trail to your left (west) 
for about 1.5km where you will come to a split in the trail. Head left towards 
Sherbrooke Lake you will skin across a flat section before starting  uphill over 
rolling terrain. As the trail starts to flatten out again you will start going down and 
flat. Leave the trail to your left where an open flat field like area appears. After 
crossing the open area you will go down what looks to be a drainage that meets 
Sherbrooke Creek. Cross Sherbrooke Creek, skin up the other side and into the 
forest trending climber’s left. As you climb the terrain will steepen, keep trending 
climber’s left until reaching the top of the south ridge. If you go too far climber’s 
left you will find the steep open sections of the South East Ridge run, trend back 
climber’s right. If you go too far climber’s right you will find some very steep 
terrain to work through. Once at the top of the ridge the terrain is much lower 
angled all the way into the alpine. The South East Ridge run (page 55) starts 
where the terrain steepens at the far south end, running south-east. The South 
East Trees (page 55) start just up from the South East Ridge run heading down 
the east aspect. You can ski the Rock Glades zone (page 55) from pretty much 
anywhere above the other runs where the ridge becomes flat before reaching the 
White Knight run (page 56) in the alpine. From here you will probably need to 
bootpack along the alpine ridge to access the final run covered along this ridge, 
White Rabbit (page 57).
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South East Ridge
Although I don’t really recommend skiing down this ridge, I have used it to  
access the upper area successfully. The ridge has a series of steep open sections 
and some cliffs that should not be dropped without probing the landing first. The 
main concern with travel in this area is the solar input and direct lee loading that 
can have one side of the ridge bare, while very deep in the trees.

Map Reference #9 and 15 for access, 15 for the run (leave dashed line at 
2000m and follow ridge down to the south-east).

Vertical: 550m for access, 300m run.

Distance: 3.5km for access, 0.5km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for Ogden South Access on page 51 for the 
starting point. Ski down the ridge headed south-east while staying skier’s left of 
the ridge crest, while being careful of the many cliffs and the possible low snow  
depths found here.

South East Trees
This is the main run I enjoy skiing in the area and it starts just before you gain 
the top of the flatter ridge area. It is steep, often has micro spines with small cliff 
drops and joins into the lower forest very nicely. You can ski almost all the way 
down to Sherbrooke creek in one shot and is easy to lap if using the South East 
Ridge for access.

Map Reference #9 and 15 for access, run line marked ‘r’ on the map.

Vertical: 550m for access, 300m run.

Distance: 3.5km for access, 0.6km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for Ogden South Access on page 51 for the 
starting point. Once gaining the ridge the angle will lessen and you can ski down 
to the east where you should find steep open lane ways in the trees.

Rock Glades
This area has steep, rocky tree/glade skiing. There are some cliffs and exposure 
that you must look out for while skiing downhill and one should have a serious 
look at it from across the valley beforehand. It is found on the border of Ogden 
Wall and some of the same rock features in that wall are within this area but have 
been filled in a bit more due to the forest. If you are looking for challenging tree/
glade skiing then this is a good zone, otherwise most will probably want to give 
it a miss.
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Map Reference #9 and 15 for access, runs are found between the ‘r’ and ‘s’ 
lines on the map.

Vertical: 600m for access, 300m run.

Distance: 4km for access, 0.7km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for Ogden South Access on page 51 to gain 
the ridge top. Once on the ridge the angle will lessen and you will come to a flat 
section before reaching the alpine. The runs in this area start before reaching 
the alpine and you should do some serious recon for your drop in point and line 
before skiing down (and/or bring a rope?).

White Knight
The classic line for Ogden Wall and it is sometimes used for direct access to the 
other more gnarly ski lines to the north of it. You will probably see ski lines in 
this one once people have built up some confidence in the snowpack. This run 
looks crazy steep but when you’re looking down it seems not as bad. Even still 
you would not want to get the snowpack wrong as it’s a long way down to the 
lake.

Map Reference #9 and 15 for access, run line marked ‘t’ on the map.

Vertical: 700m for access, 500m run.

Distance: 4.5km for access, 1km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for Ogden South Access on page 51 to gain 
the ridge top. Once on the ridge the angle will lessen and you will come to a flat 
section before reaching the alpine. The drop in should be obvious as you leave 
the trees and gain the flat alpine ridge. At the top of the run you should find a 
weak spot in the cornice on the skier’s left side of the bowl, often there is a rocky 
wind swept area in the upper section of the run here too. Ski down the feature 
to the midway point before joining to the large fan leading to Sherbrooke Lake.
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White Rabbit
This is a really cool feature to ski in and it should be a Rockies classic. After 
dropping in from the corniced ridge you ski along a horned couloir wall until 
reaching a hard skier’s left hand turn where you will disappear from your 
partner’s view. You then ski down a much wider avalanche path feature below 
the massive spine wall of Ogden all the way to Sherbrooke Lake. A long run with 
awesome rock features and no tree bashing!

Map Reference #9 and 15 for access, run line marked ‘u’ on the map.

Vertical: 700m for access, 500m run.

Distance: 4.5km for access, 1km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for Ogden South Access on page 51 to access 
the ridge top. Once on the ridge the angle will lessen and you will come to a flat 
section before reaching the alpine. Once on the alpine ridge follow along until it 
makes more sense to bootpack. A short distance past the White Knight run you 
should notice this run if the cornice is not too big, if it is the run may be less 
visible. Cut the cornice and ski down to a left turn in the feature where you will 
join up to the long runout leading back to Sherbrooke Lake.

Lake Fans
Any of the avalanche fans/runouts below Ogden Wall can be easily lapped from 
Sherbrooke Lake. Often the snow here is settled from the ongoing loose snow 
releases off the steep spine wall, which might bold well for stability on the fan 
but also something to consider while skiing under such large overhead. If the 
wall above you comes down the lake below would make for a scary and deadly 
terrain trap.

Map Reference #9 for access, run area is marked ‘v’ on the map.

Vertical: 200m access to the bottom of the runs, 150-200m runs.

Distance: 4km access to the bottom of the runs, up to 0.5km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions found on page 13 for the Great Divide Lodge. 
Once through the wildlife fence follow the summer trail to your left (west) for 
about 1.5km where you will come to a split in the trail. Heading left towards 
Sherbrooke Lake you will skin across a flat section before starting uphill over 
rolling terrain. As the trail starts to flatten out again you will start going down and 
flat. Continue on the trail until you can see a direct route to Sherbrooke Lake and 
Ogden Wall. Skin across the lake and towards the fan/runout area of your choice. 
Skin and lap the fans directly from the lake. 
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Ogden North
A really fun zone that usually holds outstanding powder snow conditions due 
to wind patterns and terrain shape. There’s a little bit for everyone here too, 
quick runout slopes near the lake, steep open alpine runs and even a sneaky little 
couloir hiding away around the corner. This area is normally referred to as Ogden 
Shoulder, but in this book I left the “shoulder” out to not confuse it with the south 
shoulder area. I hope all the jaded locals will forgive me. 

Access

Directions: Follow the directions found on page 13 for the Great Divide Lodge. 
Once through the wildlife fence follow the summer trail to your left (west) for 
about 1.5km where you will come to a split in the trail. Heading left towards 
Sherbrooke Lake you will skin across a flat section before starting uphill over 
rolling terrain. As the trail starts to flatten out again you will start going down 
and flat. Continue on the trail until you can see a direct route to Sherbrooke Lake 
and Ogden Wall. Skin across the lake aiming for the far back left side (north-west 
corner). Skin up the slightly thicker trees found just before the drainage area to 
the climber’s left or skin up the trees to the climber’s right of the drainage area. 
In either case once above the trees head north-west towards the obvious open 
slopes above you in that direction. At about 2100m you will need to decide if 
you want to head left or right; both travel in avalanche terrain while working the 
terminal moraine feature. Once on top of the terminal moraine you can ski down 
the Looker’s Left Run (page 61) or head a bit higher up to access the Looker’s 
Right Run (which is generally the favourite, page 61). If you look to the south 
you will see Phantom Couloir (page 64).

Lower Runout Drainage
Most will only travel this area in order to get in and out of the upper Ogden North 
zone but for those feeling a little lazy after getting to the lake it can provide some 
quick turns. Do remember that there’s a reason why most of the trees are gone/
small, while doing laps here you are in the avalanche path runout zone with a 
very bad lake terrain trap below.

Map Reference #9 and 16 for access, run area is marked ‘w’ on the map.

Vertical: 400m for access, 200m run.

Distance: 4km for access to the bottom of the run, 0.5km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for Ogden North Access on page 59. At the far 
back end of Sherbrooke Lake you will see this slope which can accessed from 
either the climber’s left or right (or directly up it).
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Looker’s Left Run
As you head up into the alpine you are 
faced with two options. To the left you 
will see this fairly steep alpine area 
with a ridge and often a vertical wind 
feature beside it. This slope often gets 
loaded up with fresh snow via wind 
transport due to the ridge. The pitch 
is great and you can connect it all the 
way to the lake if looking for a longer 
run.

Map Reference #9 and 16 for access, 
run is the lower dashed line after the 
point where the two lines cross.

Vertical: 800m for access, 250m 
run before linking to Lower Runout 
Drainage.

Distance: 5.5km for access, 0.6km run before linking to Lower Runout Drainage.

Directions: Follow the directions for Ogden North Access on page 59. At the top 
of the terminal moraine ski down to the skier’s right and lap using your uptrack.

Looker’s Right Run
Most people seem to prefer this run over the Looker’s Left but they aren’t all 
that different in the grand scheme of things. Really nice pitch, often loaded up 
with powder and for whatever reason I don’t see much avalanche activity here 
outside of late spring. With that said you are definitely in avalanche terrain while 
travelling and skiing in this area. 

Map Reference #9 and 16 for access, run starts where the dashed line ends 
to the north and links up with the upper dashed line after the points where 
the two lines cross.

Vertical: 800m for access, 250m run before linking to Lower Runout Drainage.

Distance: 5.5km for access, 0.6km run before linking to Lower Runout Drainage.

Directions: Follow the directions for Ogden North Access on page 59. At the top 
of the terminal moraine skin over a flat and downhill trending area before gaining  
the low point to the looker’s left of this slope. Follow the ridge to the highpoint 
and ski back down the south-east aspect.
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Phantom Couloir
You will find this couloir feature tucked away, out of sight on the north aspect 
of Ogden. If you have skied the other alpine slopes in the Ogden North area you 
will have most certainly noticed it and hopefully thought about skiing it, it is a 
pretty cool feature after all! Although the run is not very long, the position under 
the large cliff horn is very cool. This run can be very cold as it gets no sunlight 
during the winter months and the cold air coming off the Wapituk Icefield seems 
to find its way to you.

Map Reference #9, 16 and 17 for access. #17 is the run.

Vertical: 1050m for access, 250m run.

Distance: 6km for access, 0.3km run.

Directions:  Follow the directions for Ogden North Access on page 59. At 
the top of the terminal moraine head west a short distance over flat or slightly 
downhill terrain to arrive directly under the north aspect feature. Skin up the fan 
before transitioning to bootpack. The climber’s right side is usually a bit shallow 
and you will likely find barely covered rock here. It is often best to work the 
climber’s left side where you will find some descent regroup/rest spots along the 
way. After skiing back down it should be possible to link up to the lower moraine 
and drainage runs to return to Sherbrooke Lake.
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“Just as I slipped up to the desk he was in the 
midst of the following conversation. Bringing his 
fist down hard on the desk, he said-“Yes, it is my 
first visit into the Rocky mountains since 1861; I 
mean to go on to Golden and from there up the 
Kicking-horse river, and then to my grave! I know 
I can find it.” “Your grave!” said the little lady in 
astonishment. “Yes, my grave! Oh, I suppose you 

don’t know how that river received its name.””

-Mary Schäffer Warren, 
during her introduction to Sir James Hector in 

1903.

“The Story of Revelstoke”, 1912.
First published in “No Ordinary Woman The Story of Mary 

Schäffer Warren” by Janice Sanford Beck.
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South Side
The Bow Range rests on the south side of Kicking Horse Pass and sports dozens 
of large impressive mountains including several 11000ers. In contrast with the 
north side of the pass these mountains are large, steep and feature more cliff 
faces than ski runs. Although there is plenty of tree skiing in the area, the alpine 
terrain is often the reason skiers look here, there are several steep classic couloir 
test pieces and large complex glacier runs. Narao and Popes Peaks are found 
directly above you as you arrive at Lake O’Hara parking lot and can provide “all 
of the above” as far as terrain goes. On the other side of the valley the mighty 
Cathedral Mountain also offers a large assortment of terrain with the scenic 
traditional summit route being the classic focus. Further south you can challenge 
your glacier route finding skills with a warm up on the North Glacier of Collier 
Peak before attempting to ski the ever more complicated north summit of Mount 
Victoria. At the time of this publishing the north aspect on Cathedral Mountain is 
closed, please see information regarding this on page 89.

Access

Directions: From Lake Louise drive 12km west on highway 1. The turn off for 
the Lake O’Hara parking lot is a short distance after the wildlife crossing where 
you will need to turn left. There is a turning lane here but in winter it may be less 
visible due to snow drifting. If coming from Field drive 13km east on highway 1. 
You will pass The Great Divide Lodge on your left before seeing a sign for Lake 
O’Hara where the turn off to the right is located just before a wildlife crossing. 
After driving over the tracks turn right to go down to the small parking lot area. 
All directions for this side of the highway will start at this location.
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Great Divide Creek
A trip up Great Divide Creek for a couple of laps on the glacier to the north of 
Mount Whyte is a long time classic. This area has easy access and when the 
snow is supportive you can ski all the way back to the old 1A road. Some people 
access this area from the Trans-Canada Highway but before you do remember 
crossing the railway is trespassing and using a wildlife corridor is illegal. The 1A 
road access from the Lake O’Hara parking lot is usually packed down and fast, 
you will end up saving little time while breaking the law when starting on the 
Trans-Canada.

Treeline Path
As you reach the edge of the lower forest at around 1950m you will see an 
avalanche runout to the east (climber’s left). Good to note for access exposure 
but it can also be used to get a few quick laps in if you aren’t feeling up for the 
long route to the glacier.

Map Reference #18 for access, bottom of the run is marked ‘x’ on the map.

Vertical: 350m for access to the bottom of the run, 100-500m run depending on 
coverage.

Distance: 5km for access, 0.2-1km run depending on coverage.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Lake O’Hara parking lot found on page 
66. Walk or skin back up the road towards the train tracks but head to your right 
to find the start of the old highway. Follow the often track set road for about 3km 
before reaching the large wooden highway sign. Skin up the drainage heading 
south, at first the drainage will be obvious but you will likely lose it for a short 
distance before it becomes once again obvious and more open. About 2km from 
the old highway you will end up at the bottom of the first avalanche runout which 
is this run. Skin up the run for about 200m of vertical where the alpine section 
can often be windswept (if not you can keep heading up for more vertical).
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Niblock-Whyte Col Glacier Run
Realistically the glacier run is the only real reason to go up this long alpine 
basin and it is definitely worth the walk. The route climbs gradually through a 
maze of moraines before reaching the glacier hiding under the north aspect of 
Mount Whyte’s west ridge. Above the glacier there are several short but steep 
couloir lines that can be skied but the main attraction for most will be the views 
at the Niblock-Whyte Col. The more adventurous will continue to the summit of 
Mount Niblock (the most adventurous will wonder if they can get up Whyte!).

Map Reference #18 for access and run.

Vertical: 1200m for access to the Col, glacier run is about 300m but often you 
can ski the broken up terrain all the way back to the road.

Distance: 8.5km for access to the Col, glacier run is about 0.8km but often you 
can ski the broken up terrain all the way back to the road.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Lake O’Hara parking lot found on page 
66. Walk or skin back up the road towards the train tracks but head to your right 
to find the start of the old highway. Follow the often track set road for about 3km 
before reaching the large wooden highway sign. Skin up the drainage heading 
south, at first the drainage will be obvious but you will likely lose it for a short 
distance before it becomes once again obvious and more open. About 2km from 
the old highway you will end up at the bottom of the first avalanche runout where 
you are nearing the end of the trees. From here you can stay to the climber’s left 
to follow runout trim lines or go climber’s right to follow a waterfall drainage 
that can often be skinned up (and skied down for those who like pillows). At 
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2000m you leave the trees for good and you will start working around moraine 
features to either the climber’s left or right. The climber’s left has a more steady 
angle whereas the climber’s right works through short steep moraine rolls, both 
routes have exposure to avalanches, terrain traps and rockfall. After roughly 2km 
and 400m of moraine mazes you finally arrive at the glacier. From here the route 
is straightforward. Skin up the glacier trending climber’s left before wrapping to 
the north-east to gain the col between Niblock and Whyte. The last section to the 
top of the col will almost certainly require you to bootpack up rock. At the col 

you can easily walk on flat terrain to the summit ridge of Niblock where some 
parties will want a rope to reach the summit. It would also be possible to bag 
Mount Whyte from the col, the route is rated YDS 5.0 but would likely feel more 
difficult in the winter. Most will ski back down the way they came up and this is 
probably the popular choice to end the day. Others will yoyo the glacier, often 
tracking up the skier’s left side from the wind scoop feature but be aware there 
are some sizable crevasses in this area. The line down the east bowl from the col 
has been skied in order to return to Lake Louise but it is a committing feature and 
should be looked at before attempting.
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Narao & Popes Peaks
I often feel that Narao Peak is but a sub peak of Popes and in a skiing sense I 
think it makes a lot of sense to group these two together. Both peaks have runs 
that are long time classics, sporting everything from fun glade runs to extreme 
steep skiing test pieces. Access to treeline is fast and direct but the glacier runs 
for Popes starts to feel a bit more “rockies” due to the added distance and vertical 
loss/gain. When conditions aren’t great for the more committing lines, a nice tour 
around the moraines in the upper basin of Popes Peak can still be a good way to 
stretch the legs.

Narao Glades
This is the long time classic backcountry skiing area and is often referred to as 
Narao Trees, but when comparing it to other tree runs I think it’s safe to call it 
glades. The very short access leading to fairly long glade runs is the main draw 
here, but there are some opportunities for cliff sessions and the area provides 
access to steep couloirs and glaciers in the alpine area around the shoulder. 
Although this area has plenty of trees it should not be considered a completely 
safe zone for when the avalanche danger rating spikes, plenty of parties have 
had close calls here over the years. I originally broke this area down into smaller 
chunks but soon realized that it didn’t make a lot of sense. The larger area can 
be looked at as two basic areas, with the main area being found around the 2km 
mark along the Lake O’Hara road. It is possible to ski before the 2km mark and 
that area has the most cliffs and steeper sections (also sections of thicker trees). If 
you haven’t skied here before it will probably take you a couple of days to map 
out the sweet spots.

Map Reference #20 for direct access to main area. The area around #19 has 
the most cliffs.

Vertical: 550-600m for access to treeline, 300-400m runs.

Distance: 3-3.5km for access to treeline, 1km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Lake O’Hara parking lot found on page 
66. Head up the road for 1-2km where you can start skinning up the trees to your 
left (east). Most people seem to leave the road at the short open, steeper slope just 
after the 1km mark and you will likely find a well set skin track here to use. After 
skinning all the way to treeline you simply ski back down and use your track for 
lapping. As I stated above I have decided against breaking this area down but in 
general there is steeper terrain (and cliffs) the further skier’s right you go and 
more open glades to the skier’s left.
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3km Path
This avalanche path is found to be just barely reaching the Lake O’Hara access 
road at the 3km mark. It can be an excellent 500-600m fall line run when the 
snow is good in the alpine but generally you will find only the bottom 400m 
worth the effort. The forest skinning along the flanks of the path can be difficult 
with low and/or faceted snow.

Map Reference #21 for access and run.

Vertical: 600m for access to the start of the alpine, 400-600m runs depending if 
you go higher in the alpine.

Distance: 4km for access, 1km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Lake O’Hara parking lot found on page 
66. Head up the road for 3km and start skinning up the forest to your left (east). 
If you left the road in the correct location you will quickly find yourself at the 
bottom of the avalanche path, which ends just above the road. Skin up along one 
of the flanks or within the bordering forest to reach treeline. If the alpine section 
looks good then you can extend your run. Ski down the path and back to the road.

Narao-Popes Basin Access
In order to access the remaining runs in this zone you need to follow the the 
directions for this route. The route is fairly easy even if there isn’t the usually 
well set skin track. The defining route landmark is a long shale cliff found at the 
end of Narao Peak’s north ridge line.

Map Reference #19 for access.

Vertical: 650m for access to the first large moraine feature.

Distance: 4km for access to the first large moraine feature.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Lake O’Hara parking lot found on page 
66. Head up the road for about 1km before leaving it to your left heading south-
east to skin up the forest to treeline. After 600m of vertical you will arrive at 
treeline near the north shoulder of Narao Peak. There is a distinctive shale rock 
cliff formation in this area just above the trees. Skin along the shale rock cliff to 
the east to wrap around the north shoulder. You don’t need to gain vertical here as 
you will soon be losing it anyway. At the same time you do not want to go below 
the trees in this area as there is a large cliff below you in the forest. As you round 
the corner you will see Popes Col and the glacier run below it. You can trend 
slightly downhill in the trees while aiming for Popes Peak to the south to reach 
the first large moraine feature. From this location you can now access all the 
remaining runs found for this area or just go for a nice walk along the moraines.
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Birth Canal Couloir
By Matt Ruta

While it lacks the sustained fall line of the Narao Left couloir, the Right, or Birth 
Canal Couloir contains one of the coolest features of any ski line anywhere. At 
some point in geological history, a massive chockstone became wedged in the 
line’s choke, forming a wild tunnel to ascend and descend through (as well as 
the terrain trap to end all terrain traps, so take care). Watching slough fly into the 
tunnel is a unique sight indeed. If conditions allow, descending both this line and 
the Narao Left couloir next door provides the best bang for your approach buck, 
not to mention a full day of incredible skiing

Map Reference #19 and 22 for 
access to bottom of the line.

Vertical: 700m for access to bottom, 
300m run.

Distance: 5km for access to bottom, 
0.3km run.

Directions: Follow the directions 
for Narao-Popes Basin Access on 
page 77 and maintain a high line and 
contour into the cirque behind. From 
this point, the approach should be 
obvious. Navigate rolling moraines 
to the fan beneath Narao Peak’s 
twin couloirs, and ascend the one 
on climber’s right. The “birth canal” 
feature is soon reached. It’s often icy, 
and may require crampons to ascend 
through. Above the tunnel, the 
remainder of the route is extremely 
straightforward. Transition at 
ridgetop and descend the way you came up. Most parties transition to bootpacking 
and downclimb through the tunnel, however, a rappel station is located on the 
skier’s left wall of the couloir just above and is sometimes used. The tunnel itself 
is too narrow to ski through without an incredibly bold straightline. Descend the 
fan and moraines, then regain Narao Shoulder. Skins may be required. From the 
shoulder, ski some trees and skate the access road back to the parking lot.
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Narao Left Couloir
By Matt Ruta

A good old fashioned steep couloir. No gimmicks. No tricks. Often overshadowed 
by its neighbour, the Narao Left couloir represents the best couloir in the 
immediate area from a pure ski quality perspective. It’s steep, long, sustained 
and often seems to hold excellent snow. A significant amount of overhead hazard 
exists on this line, so waiting for a quiet day on the face is recommended. If 
conditions allow, descending both this line and the Narao Right, AKA Birth 
Canal Couloir next door provides the best bang for your approach buck, not to 
mention a full day of incredible skiing.

Map Reference #19 and 22 
for access to bottom of the 
line.

Vertical: 700m for access 
to bottom, 300m run.

Distance: 5km for access to 
bottom, 0.3km run.

Directions: Follow the 
directions for Narao-Popes 
Basin Access on page 77 
and maintain a high line 
and contour into the cirque 
behind. From this point, the 
approach should be obvious. 
Navigate rolling moraines 
to the fan beneath Narao 
Peak’s twin couloirs, and 
ascend the one on climber’s 
left. In low snow years, the 
choke may provide some 
slightly more involved 
climbing, but in general, 
the route is straightforward. 
Transition at ridgetop and 
descend the way you came 
up. Skins may be required 
to regain Narao Shoulder. 
From the shoulder, ski some 
trees and skate the access 
road back to the parking lot.
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Popes Summit Couloir
By Jon Walsh

Skiing the “full” Popes Peak couloir from the summit was an obvious ski 
objective for Chris and I. We had both spent multiple ski seasons in Chamonix, as 
young, impressionable ski-alpinists, honing our skills by following the footsteps 
of legends such as Pierre Tardivel, Anselme Baud, Patrick Vallencant, etc.  After 
Cham, Golden was the obvious destination for us to reside to continue with all 
genres of alpinism and where ski lines like Popes were plentiful. Sean Dougherty’s 
guidebook, Selected Alpine Climbs in the Canadian Rockies, featured the line on 
Popes Peak as something to climb, although we used it as much for a steep skiing 
guidebook. The photo of Popes he published put this line at the top of our tick 
list for skiing.

The lower couloir on Popes is a narrow but straight-forward 45-degree, aesthetic, 
close-to-the-road classic, and it had previously been skied many times. However, 
it normally gets skied from just below a 15m 70-degree frozen waterfall. We chose 
to bring our ice climbing gear and Chris took the first lead. With crampons on ski 
boots, and big heavy skis on his pack, he placed two screws before he reached the 
50-degree hanging powder field above the waterfall. With no possibilities for an 
anchor, Chris continued up with me simul-climbing behind for about 100 meters 
until he reached the serac and was able to make an ice-screw belay. From here I 
lead a short 10 meter pitch of cool mixed climbing with ice tools and crampons 
on 80-degree rock to gain the next section of couloir that was about 55-degrees 
bordered by cliff on the right and serac on the left! Fortunately, the serac ice 
provided a bomber screw anchor (v-thread for rappel) to belay Chris up on. We 
stashed the rope and kicked steps up the steep, upper couloir that soon gave way 
to easy summit slopes and incredible views at the top!   

The mid-April knee-deep powder on the way down under a bluebird sky gave us 
a run we’ll never forget. It was the kind of snow that just lingered in the air like 
cold smoke after a turn, and our tracks lasted in the snow for days, especially on 
the upper half. Many people witnessed them, both from the highway, as well as 
from busy tours such as Popes col and Mt. Narao. The V-thread rappel was easy, 
but after ten amazing turns down the the hanging snowfield later we were at the 
top of the waterfall and another challenge awaited. With no ice the only option 
available was to rappel from a snow bollard! Not ideal in a Rockies snowpack, 
but we dug a huge one - about 2-3 meters in diameter, and we made a safe 
rappel into the lower couloir, and completed to the descent back to the highway 
to complete a very memorable day.

For anyone interested in repeating this one, you’ll need 2 ice tools each, steel 
crampons, a 50-meter rope, 4 ice screws, some cord, and some patience for the 
right conditions.          
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Map Reference #19 and 23 for access to bottom of the line.

Vertical: 800m for access to bottom, 600m run from summit.

Distance: 6.5km for access to bottom, 0.7km run from summit.

Directions: Follow the directions for Narao-Popes Basin Access on page 77. 
Head down the moraine and over the flats towards the hourglass looking couloir 
found looker’s right of the hanging glacier and under the summit. Skin up the fan 
and bootpack up the couloir to the start of the frozen waterfall. Climb the waterfall 
to reach a section of steep snow climbing before arriving at the serac where you 
should find a good place for a ice screw belay. Next climb a short section of 
steep rock to an exposed steep snow climb, use the serac to the climber’s left 
for another belay station and for a rappel to get back down this section. Climb 
the steep snow above until reaching lower angle terrain to the summit. From the 
summit ski back to the second belay and rappel off a v-thread and ski the steep 
hanging snowfield to the waterfall section. Carefully create and rappel off a large 
snow bollard to arrive at the main couloir section to ski back down the the flats. 
Return to the car via your access route.

Popes Glacier Benches
Many people seem to use this area for going up to and down from Popes Col and 
it has long been the traditional route in both directions. The individual benches 
will allow for some limited exposure management but you are still very much in 
big country here. Midway up you are required to climb a short section of rock in 
a chimney like feature, which often has ice in it. The last section has you join up 
with the North Glacier and has more exposure than the lower bench areas. You 
travel over glaciers here and although most parties will likely not rope up it is 
advisable to carry a rope and have the harnesses on ready to use. The ski back 
down isn’t bad but it is obviously broken up and most parties will decided to 
down climb the chimney choke instead of jumping it.

Map Reference #19 and 24 for access, main run section is the glacier area 
of 24.

Vertical: 1300m for access to Popes Col, 400-500m broken run back to the lower 
angle moraine area.

Distance: 7km for access to Popes Col, 1.5km run back to the lower angle 
moraine area.

Directions: Follow the directions for Narao-Popes Basin Access on page 77. 
Once at the first moraine skin up and over it to gain access to a lateral moraine 
which gains vertical in the south-east direction. At the end of this moraine you 
will arrive at the bottom of the first bench. Cross over a flatter section heading 
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towards a short chimney feature which you will most likely need to climb up. You 
are now at the second bench feature. From this location you have two choices, 
climber’s left or right, in order to arrive at Popes Col. If you go up the climber’s 
left side you will skin up and through a rocky section to access the final open 
slope to the top. If you go up the climber’s right side you will skin up the slope 
to a large wind scoop feature before going up the final open slope. Both routes 
travel in avalanche terrain, over the glacier and present their own terrain traps 
(rocky outcrops or wind scoop depression). Once at the top of Popes Col you can 
ski back through the benches the way you came or do a loop by heading down the 
area which you did not skin up. Backtrack on your access route to finish the day.

Unnamed Summit
This small unnamed summit is found to the east of Popes Col and can be easily 
climbed. You can usually ski down from the top in late season but even if you 
can’t the views are definitely worth the little effort to required to get up and down 
on foot. To gain the actual highpoint you must traverse a short knife ridge that 
has big exposure, most will probably want to short rope this section as the rock is 
very loose and it is hard to tell what is solid due to snow coverage.

Map Reference #19 and 24 for access.

Vertical: 1375m for access to summit, run back down to Popes Col is around 
75m.

Distance: 7km for access to summit, run back down is very short, maybe 0.1km.

Directions: Follow the directions for Popes Glacier Benches on page 85 to access 
Popes Col. From the col head up the east aspect to this small unnamed summit, 
this usually requires bootpacking but later in the season you can often skin up 
the open slope to the climber’s left. To reach the true highpoint you will need 
to walk across a short knife ridge with a lot of exposure, this feature often has 
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cornices or some other type of wind packed snow feature and it’s a great idea to 
short rope here. You can not ski down from this second highpoint and most skiers 
will probably turn back before bothering with it. Ski down from the top trending 
skier’s right where you can easily link up with the Popes Glacier Benches run. If 
wishing to ski the North Glacier run then cut back hard skier’s left to reach Popes 
Col and carry speed over the flat section.

Popes North Glacier
This is probably the best bang for your buck for getting open, long fall line turns 
within this zone. This steep north facing glacier can hold outstanding powder 
snow late into the season. The hanging glaciers above and beside the run provide 
amazing backdrops for skiing and photography. There are some fairly large 
crevasses in this run, including a large hole in the upper section so make sure to 
keep those harnesses on while skiing down!

Map Reference #19 and 24 for access.  Run is the solid line leading down 
from Popes Col on the map.

Vertical: 1300m for access, 400m run to the lower angle moraine area.

Distance: 7km for access, 1km run to 
the lower angle moraine area.

Directions: Follow the directions for 
Popes Glacier Benches on page 85 
to access Popes Col. Ski the obvious 
continuous steep fall line glacier run 
to the skier’s left. It is often possible 
to place a party member (or regroup) 
on a spine/knife feature near the wind 
scoop in order to have a better view 
of any events that could happen in the 
lower section. After skiing the glacier 
carry speed over the lower flats while 
being mindful of hollow areas (this 
area contains boulders and sharp slab 
cliff transitions). You should be able 
to ski back to the first moraine feature 
you encountered after rounding Narao 
Shoulder, throw the skins back on and 
find your previous track to head home.
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Cathedral
I named this section ‘Cathedral’ as it includes Cathedral Mountain, Cathedral 
Crags and Cathedral Shoulder (although not on any maps the shoulder’s peak 
was once named by a survey group and then forgotten). Reaching the summit of 
Cathedral Mountain seems to be on everyone’s list but that objective is just one 
of many ski options in this zone. On a clear day a party heading up the summit 
route should notice several couloirs and those with an eye for exploring will 
have likely noted alternative exits from the summit area. The plateau area below 
the summit also holds some excellent long runs including a very long avalanche 
path from the far south shoulder area which leads all the way back to Cataract 
Brook. The north-east forest also has some fun skiing and the area often gets 
more snowfall than places like Narao Shoulder.

Cathedral Mountain North Closure
In March 2019 the north aspect of Cathedral Mountain was closed due to a 
railway accident clean up. Large crews were working below the North Couloir of 
Cathedral Crags and with avalanche danger, and regular parties skiing down into 
the area, a decision was made to limit overhead risk. At the time of publishing 
there was no set date for the area to reopen and there is always a chance they 
may keep the area closed to limit overhead danger to the rail staging area below. 
The other factor here is the common practice to cross the railway tracks after 
skiing the North Couloir, which is trespassing. In the past there have been several 
interactions with rail workers and skiers, this may or may not affect the decision 
to reopen this terrain. The closure covers the north aspect from the summit 
of Cathedral Shoulder to Cathedral Crags and a section of the west aspect of 
Cathedral Crags. The map and picture I provide in the book should be taken 
with a gain of salt as they were my own making. Please contact a Parks Canada 
information centre or google “Yoho closure Cathedral Mountain North” to get 
official information before skiing near this area.

Cathedral Glades
I expect to receive a fair amount of flack for including this area as locals have 
been attempting to keep this mini zone quiet for a long time. The trees here have 
a bit of everything, although the slopes are fairly short. Rolling terrain in old 
growth forest, fun 10 foot cliffs and short steep slopes leading into wide open 
gladed terrain are some of the highlights. It seems to snow heavier in this pocket 
of trees, which is likely due to the available moisture coming from the upper 
Kicking Horse River. In the past most people have accessed this area by parking 
at The Great Divide Lodge, crossing Wapta Lake and the train tracks but crossing 
the train tracks is trespassing and the route from the Lake O’Hara parking lot 
doesn’t take much longer.

Map Reference #25 for access. Run area/line is marked ‘y’ on the map.
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Vertical: 300m for access, 100-200m runs.

Distance: 3.5km for access, 0.5km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Lake O’Hara parking lot found on page 
66. Head up the road for just under 2km where you will leave it to your right 
(west). After crossing Cataract Brook you will probably cross an old overgrown 
road, ignore this and keep heading directly west over rolling terrain until you 
reach thinning forest where the skiing potential should show itself. Skin up the 
forest to the south-west to about 1935m where there is a open flat highpoint, this 
is the top out for the area. The steeper skiing is to the skier’s right (east) of this 
position but you can basically ski anywhere to the north/north-east. Lap until 
you’re ready to head home, which is done by backtracking on your access route 
to Lake O’Hara road.

Narao Lakes Slide Paths
These paths are similar to the 3km path found on Narao but have less vertical 
due the alpine falling outside of most people’s idea of what is “ski-able”. Even so 
they usually have better snow in them than the 3km Narao path and access is just 
as easy. If you are skiing some laps in Cathedral Glades it is fairly easy to traverse 
over to this area for a final run out to the road. Although there are 3 separate 
paths they are basically all the same style with slight differences, for that reason 
I decided to just lump them together. The looker’s right path ends with slightly 
thicker trees than the other two, with the middle path being the most “clean” 
throughout. Between the looker’s right and middle paths there is a highpoint 
leading to trees which could be worked to exit the area if the snow didn’t feel 
good when you first entered. The middle path has a bit of a deeper draw to it in 
early season but after it fills in it shouldn’t be noticeable. The looker’s left path 
is the widest to start but the bottom has a section of glade like terrain to finish. 

Map Reference #26 for access, solid run line goes down the middle path.

Vertical: 400m for access, 300m run.

Distance: 3km for access to top, 0.8km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Lake O’Hara parking lot found on page 
66. Follow the road to the 3km mark and leave the road to your right (west). 
You will go through a short section of trees before crossing Cataract Brook and 
arriving at Narao Lakes. The slide paths should have been obvious to you before 
leaving the road and you can skin directly up them or work the forest to either 
side. If you were skiing at Cathedral Glades it is fairly easy to traverse from that 
area’s highpoint over to these slide paths as well.
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Cathedral Mountain, 
Traditional Summit 
Route
This has long been the classic ski route 
going up and down Cathedral Mountain 
and you will almost certainly find at least 
hints of a skin track here for most of the 
season. This route works through a series of 
weaknesses found in the northern section of 
the east aspect. It travels though avalanche 
terrain with sections of exposure and over 
glaciers, a rope and glacier kits should be 
at least carried on this trip. The downhill 
skiing is broken up due to flat and side hill 
sections but the individual runs are still fun.  

Map Reference #27 and 29 for access to 
the summit.

Vertical: 1600m for access to summit.

Distance: 9.5km for access to the summit.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Lake O’Hara parking lot found on 
page 66. Follow the road to the 4km mark and leave it to your right (west). 
Cross Cataract Brook and head up the mountainside where you should find a 
drainage. Stay to the climber’s left (south) of the drainage and follow along it 
until reaching a steep moraine at the edge of the forest. Gain the moraine and 
follow along the highpoints heading west into the basin. At 2150m you will see 
an obvious south facing couloir to the north, climb directly up this feature. At 
the top head east to the glacier, you will travel under the south facing cliffs of 
Cathedral Shoulder. This is also a good time to put on the harnesses as you will 
soon start to travel over some isolated glaciers before reaching the main northern 
glacier. At 2700m you can start turning to the south-west to gain the main glacier. 
Around 2900m you will probably reach a knife/cornice feature on the glacier 
where the summit ridge will be in plain sight. Cross the flat section to arrive at 
the start of the summit ridge. From here some parties bootpack and others skin, 
regardless of style you will probably want to bring your skis in order to come 
back down quickly. Follow the ridge to the summit. From the summit you have 
a few options. The more adventurous options include: Cathedral Mountain East 
Face (page 101), Cathedral Mountain Vanguard Glacier (page 100), Cathedral 
Mountain South Glacier (page 105), Cathedral Crags North Couloir (page 97) 
or Cathedreal Shoulder Notch Couloir (page 97). Otherwise backtrack on your 
access route.
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Cathedral Shoulder, Notch Couloir
By Luke Seed

Tucked into a small notch just a short distance off the track of the traditional ski 
ascent route up Cathedral Mountain lies a wicked 500m long rock chute. The 
line is fairly low angle by couloir standards but holds a nice pitch for its entirety, 
allowing one to really open it up and play with the line. It’s also one of the few 
couloirs in the Rockies where you can climb up a totally different route then you 
ski, which is a nice treat and gives the line a Rogers Pass sort of feel. The top of 
the line builds a pretty decent cornice and we opted to belay and tunnel through 
when we skied it. This line is a great quick hit or would be a great addition to a 
descent off the summit of Cathedral Mountain.

Map Reference #27 and 28 for access, solid line section of 28 is the run.

Vertical: 1000m for access, 700m run.

Distance: 7.5km for access, 1.2km run.

Directions: Follow the directions found for Cathedral Mountain Traditional 
Summit Route on page 93. When you are at the top of the south facing couloir 
feature head directly north aiming for a low notch in the ridge. At the top find 
some rocks to scope your entrance to avoid the ridge line cornice. Once past the 
cornice the line is straightforward but weaves around a few cliffs on the way 
down. At the fan traverse skier’s right back to the Lake O’Hara road by heading 
through the Cathedral Glades area.

Cathedral Crags, North Couloir
By Ty Mills

A stand alone classic Rockies line or amazing combination with other skiing 
off this iconic Rockies peak. Cathedral Mountain is a must for any backcountry 
enthusiast and with multiple different ski lines to choose from, it’s one of the 
few peaks worthy of an annual visit to sample its spectacular skiing. The North 
Couloir can be glimpsed from the Trans-Canada while heading west down from  
Kicking Horse Pass en route to Field, making it even more enticing as all lines 
you can see from the highway tend to be.

Map Reference #27 and 30 for access, solid line section of 30 is the run.

Vertical: 1200m for access, 1000m run to fan.

Distance: 8.5km for access, 2km run.
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Directions: Please note that at the time of the publishing this run is found 
within a closure. Please see page 89 for details. For the direct approach follow 
the traditional route up Cathedral Mountain on page 93. As you reach the high 
plateau and prior to gaining the glacier, contour right and follow the trench west 
towards Cathedral Crags to find the start of the line. Alternatively you can gain the 
glacier and ski it fall line into the run to add another steep 100m of descent or come 
this way after reaching the summit of Cathedral Mountain. The upper entrance 
to the line is quite a funnel and a lee aspect, so be sure to make observations 
for wind slab and loading prior to jumping in. The line starts out mellow but 
spectacular as you descend into the belly of the beast with the Crags overhead 
to your left and steep walls on your right. In the steepest part of the run there is 
a small cliff/waterfall approx 5-10m depending on snow levels and avalanche 
activity. This is usually a mandatory rappel. I have used bolts here but there is also 
usually multiple slings from 
past parties. I have skied right 
through this section once 
before with no sign of the 
rappel but this is not normal. 
I have also been tempted to 
“jump” this section but the 
snow is not normally pow 
below and the steep landing 
with tight walls leave much 
to be desired. There is no real 
safe spot within the line so be 
very careful skiing as a group 
or with partners overhead. 
After the cliff/waterfall 
section the run turns into a 
huge open ski run down  onto 
the fan stopping at tree line 
approx 1000m below your 
start point. In the past it was 
common to continue skiing 
down another 400m through 
the obvious gully crossing 
the tracks with a short walk 
to the highway. However I 
suggest contouring east back 
towards the O’Hara parking  
lot or skinning up and east to 
a high bump to ski your way 
down another run to head 
east back to the parking area.
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Cathedral Mountain, Vanguard Glacier
Just before climbing to the summit of Cathedral you will find a steep run heading 
down into a large walled couloir feature. Between these tall walls you will find 
Vanguard Glacier (although I can’t seem to find an official source for this name 
it is used fairly often unofficially). This has been skied in the past in order to 
provide a more fall line route back to the Lake O’Hara road but it is big and 
serious terrain. The glacier is heavily crevassed and the feature is subject to high 
volume rockfall.

Map Reference #27 and 
29 for access from the top, 
run is the dashed #32 line, 
#31 is the exit through the 
forest.

Vertical: 1250m for access 
from the top if not summiting 
Cathedral Mountain, 800m 
run until you reach treeline.

Distance: 9km for access 
from the top if not summiting 
Cathedral Mountain, 2km 
run until you reach treeline.

Directions: If wishing to ski 
this run from the top follow 
the directions for Cathedral 
Mountain Traditional 
Summit Route on page 93. 
After coming down from the 
summit ridge take a sharp 
skier’s right turn to ski the 
steep south facing couloir 
feature which links up to 
the less steep glacier. On the 
glacier stay skier’s left of 
centre to arrive at a section 
of flat benches. There is a small weakness to the skier’s left of the first cliff where 
you will then leave the glacier. Ski over a terminal moraine and down the long 
fan to a very large boulder. To exit continue east into the forest staying skier’s 
right of the drainage where you will find many boulders. Cross Cataract Brook 
and skin back to Lake O’Hara road. This lower forest section is also the uphill 
access route for Cathedral Plateau (page 103) and if you wish to access this route 
from below refer to that section for directions for access.
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Cathedral Mountain, East Face
By Ty Mills

If you have been up Cathedral before then you have seen this aesthetic and 
STEEP east facing line right off the summit. This line is not for the faint of heart 
or uninitiated backcountry enthusiast. It’s one of the cherries easily accessed 
from the highway for folks with a strong background of experience and a good 
sense of timing. The East Face is best tackled in the spring with a well settled 
snowpack or during a long high pressure system with low hazard. Being that it 
is directly off the summit it can be wind affected and dangerous. Though it’s not 
the longest or biggest face around it is certainly steep and exposed with a large 
gnarly factor as you commit and navigate through the cliff/sneak half way down.

Even the seasoned backcountry veteran can feel the exposure and airiness just 
going up the summit ridge let alone committing to the skiing over the blind roll 
on to the steep East Face. The best view of the line is from the top of the glacier 
prior to starting up the summit ridge.

Map Reference #27 and 29 for access, run line is marked ‘z’ on the map.

Vertical: 1600m for access to summit, 1000m run to reach treeline.

Distance: 9.5km for access to the summit, 1.7km run to reach treeline.

Directions: Follow the traditional route up Cathedral Mountain on page 93 to 
the top of the glacier before the start of the summit ridge. Take time to observe 
the East Face prior to starting the summit ridge. At this point you should already 
know if its going to be in the correct conditions based on your snow, weather and 
avalanche observations. Once you take in the epic views from the summit and 
work up the nerve to go first, head east and ski down through the subtle dish to 
where it rolls over onto the face. Keep the small cliff band on your skier’s right 
and ski fall line through the high 40 degree face towards the mandatory large 
cliffs below. Look for the sneak through in the cliffs to the skier’s left about half 
way down the face. Year to year this can either be a straight ski through or a small 
mandatory drop. Once through the cliffs rip up the steep fan down onto a plateau 
where you can go either side of a ridge dividing the terrain. Either side contains 
broken glacier and and a long epic run all the way to the creek.
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Cathedral Super Lap
By Ty Mills

The Super Lap connects the East Face (page 101) to the North Couloir (page 97) 
via the Vanguard Couloir. When linked together this is one of the sweetest laps 
found in the highway corridor. Roughly 2500m vertical with a lot of great skiing 
and options to end your day if you run short on time.

Map Reference #27 and 29 for access to the summit then take solid line 
marked ‘z’ to about where the circled #32 is on the map, go north over the 
col to rejoin #27 and finally follow #30 to ski down its solid red line.

Vertical: About 2500m +/- for the longer route.

Distance: About 25+ km for the longer route.

Directions: Please note that at the time of the publishing the North Couloir 
run is found within a closure. Please see page 89 for details. Follow directions 
for the East Face (page 101) and stop at about  2260m, throw your skins on for 
a quick little bump to a col west of Vanguard Peak. Ski the steep north facing 
Vanguard Couloir for about 250m vertical before hitting your mornings skin 
track and the bottom of the climb back up the traditional route for Cathedral 
Mountain. At this point you can end your day by skiing out the way you came 
in the morning or climb back up for the ski out via the North Couloir, (page 97).

Cathedral Plateau
It seems that this area hasn’t seen a ton of traffic in the past but maybe everyone 
was just keeping quiet? The area has a lot of different options for skiing but in 
general you are looking at short couloir features and alpine bowls. The forest 
below works well for access but, as you will see, also has plenty of boulders 
which could provide great fun on a deep snow year. This area provides direct 
access to Vanguard Glacier and the Cathedral South Glacier runs, although 
Vanguard Glacier is probably best skied from the summit ridge as an alternative 
exit from the Traditional Summit Route.

Map Reference #31 for access to the bottom of the area.

Vertical: 450m for access to the bottom of the area.

Distance: 6km for access to the bottom of the area.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Lake O’Hara parking lot found on page 
66. Follow the road to the 5km mark and leave it to your right (west) after going 
down a short steeper section of the road. Cross Cataract Brook and head up the 
forest working through the boulder field. The angle in the forest can be steep at 
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times but as you each treeline the angle lessens. At treeline follow the drainage 
a short distance where you will find a large boulder. To your right (north) is 
Vanguard Peak which has several short couloir features on the south aspect. 
Above you to the west is Vanguard Glacier (page 100) which you can access 
from this point from below or better yet from the summit ridge. If you skin up 
to the climber’s left (south-west) you will find several long and short bowl runs, 
including some shaded north aspect alpine lines, the South Glacier (page 105) 
is also accessed from this area. The South Shoulder Path (page 107) is found by 
following the trim line to the south to about 2300m which can be used to exit the 
area, otherwise ski back down your access route to return home.

Cathedral Mountain, South Glacier
You will find this heavily crevassed glacier up against the steep east aspect wall of 
Cathedral Mountain which can make for a very long run if connected to the lower 
bowls. The glacier has large holes, depressions and some small serac features to 
work around both on the way up and down. There are also unsupported hanging 
snowfields above you, making this route rather committing. The ski run itself is 
fairly average, the main draw for travelling here is being somewhere new, wild 
and dangerous.

Map Reference #31 and 33 for 
access, run is also #33.

Vertical: 1300m for access, 800m 
run.

Distance: 9km for access, 3km run.

Directions: Follow the directions 
for Cathedral Plateau on page 
103. When you arrive at the very 
large boulder skin up the mountain 
heading south-west to 2500m where 
you will find a curving terminal/
lateral moraine feature. At the top 
of this feature you will want to at 
least put on harnesses and possibly 
the rope. The route from here should 
be obvious, the glacier is jammed 
between the large summit cliffs of 
Cathedral Mountain and an often 
rocky ridge to the east. Skin up the 
glacier working the benches, near the 
top the angle flattens out and most 
will want to start heading downhill 
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at this point. You can also descend down the east aspect (which has a glacier on 
the northern section and steep rock gullies to the south) or even drop down to 
the north into the Vanguard Glacier run. If you skied down the South Glacier it 
is best to regroup at the moraine where you put on harnesses before skiing the 
long lower bowl feature as your partner will not be in sight as the aspect changes. 
Follow your access route back out to the road or head over to the south shoulder 
to exit via the South Shoulder Path.

Cathedral Mountain, South Shoulder Path
A very long avalanche path which makes for a great exit option when skiing in 
the Cathedral Plateau area. The upper section is steep and open and the runout 
skis well for some time before running into dense small trees. It is best to follow 
the skier’s left runout as you will find cliffs in the lower skier’s right area. Just 
before reaching the bottom you may notice the old summer trail which is no 
longer maintained, although it may be possible to follow this back it is likely 
much quicker to cross over Cataract Brook and head out via the Lake O’Hara 
road. It shouldn’t need to be said but obviously avalanches here run at very large 
sizes and being in one would have all sorts of trauma issues attached to it.

Map Reference #31 and 34 for access, run is the solid lines coming off #34.

Vertical: 800-1000m for access, 500-700m run.

Distance: 8-8.5km for access, 1-1.2km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for Cathedral Plateau on page 103. When you 
arrive at the very large boulder head south-west in the alpine with the treeline 
within reach to the climber’s left. At 2300m gain the small ridge to the south and 
skin through a flat boulder field to arrive at a steeper ridge. From here you can 
either ski into the avalanche path from the side or follow the ridge up another 
200m to about 2600m in order to drop in from the top. Ski down the open path to 
about 2000m where you may encounter some cliffs, if you do then heading hard 
skier’s left is usually the best idea. At the bottom of the path is a flat open section 
and although you can keep skiing downhill a short distance in the forest but you 
will find that the rolling terrain makes good use of skins as well. After crossing 
Cataract Brook you will go up a short distance to arrive at Lake O’Hara road. 
Turn to your left (north) to head back to the parking lot.
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Collier Peak
The B.C. side of Collier Peak has limited options but the North Glacier run 
should be considered a classic and an easy access one at that. But don’t mistake 
that easy access for easy terrain, this steep north face is big and being caught in 
an avalanche here would be deadly.

North Glacier
The north glacier of Collier Peak offers excellent steep skiing and usually holds 
good snow in the upper section but the glacier toe is often reported to be dry with 
some ice showing, so double ice tools and boot crampons are worth packing. 
The whole route is straightforward as you will travel between mostly unskiable 
terrain outside of the main run. You will notice some shorter open slopes on your 
way up to the south and these could provide some great yoyo runs if the glacier 
run wasn’t in shape. This glacier has some holes in it so a rope is a must here, 
while travelling uphill you will have to decide which is more dangerous, glacier 
soloing or being roped up in avalanche terrain.

Map Reference #35 for access and run.

Vertical: 1600m for access, 550m glacier run.

Distance: 8.5km for access to the top, 1km glacier run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Lake O’Hara parking lot found on page 
66. Follow the road for to almost the 5km mark where the trees begin to thin 
out for the access to Victoria North Glacier. You will see a picnic table if you 
have gone a bit too far on the road, backtrack about 300m or start climbing the 
forest trending climber’s left. If you started going up in the correct area you will 
soon find a braided drainage which will become more distinct after 50-75m of 
vertical. After you gain 200m of vertical from the road the trees end and you 
will find yourself in a very obvious drainage area heading into the alpine. From 
here you have few options as there are large cliffs and slopes to either side of 
you. Follow the path of least resistance up into the alpine over benched terrain 
and old moraines until the area takes a turn to the south and the north glacier run 
shows itself. Now the climb style and route will depend on several factors. Some 
parties head up the climber’s right side along the cliffs to gain the upper ridge 
but there are some sizable holes in this area. Other parties head directly up the 
run which has some bad exposure below if caught in an avalanche in the form 
of rock outcrops. After the lower glacier you may run into a large crevasse just 
above 3000m. Before the final push to the top of the run you will most certainly 
find a large wind scoop feature close to where most will start skiing down from. 
After skiing the glacier follow your access route back to the road, you can usually 
carry enough speed over the terminal moraine sections to make it all the way 
without skins.
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Mount Victoria, North Summit
While often overlooked by many for the higher, main summit of Mount Victoria,  
the north summit has gained some popularity in the skiing world. The early 
access is straight-foreward and the reward is a steep, scary looking face. Over 
the years the glacier has become a bit of a cravesse maze but keen parties seem 
to keep getting through it regardless.

North Glacier
By Matt Ruta

One of the Rockies’ truly classic steep ski descents, the North Face of Mt. 
Victoria’s North Summit is every bit the wild adventure it appears to be from 
the highway. The approach features serac hazard on par with any routinely used 
in the range, falling while skiing is rarely an option and crevasses are abundant. 
The towering face is essentially comprised of three icefalls stacked on top of 
each other. The uppermost remains mostly stationary; a steep, planar sheet of 
alpine ice that seems to have been made for skiers. The lower two are becoming 
increasingly shattered, requiring a deep snowpack to navigate safely. Still 
interested? Good. For those with the skill and experience to manage its hazards 
and time its conditions, this line can be transcendent.

Map Reference #36 for access, run will depend on coverage.

Vertical: 1800m for access, main run section is about 1000m.

Distance: 10km for access, main run section is about 3km.

Directions: Follow the directions found on page 66 for the Lake O’Hara parking 
lot. Head up the road to the 5km mark and ascend the drainage to treeline, where 
the toe of the glacier will become visible at the head of the valley, and continue 
towards a small rock step. Overhead and on your right you will find a looming 
line of seracs. Beware of this area, particularly at first light. Falling ice can 
and does hit the approach here and, while recreational dodgeball leagues have 
skyrocketed in popularity in recent years, this is one you won’t enjoy. Once the 
toe of a glacier is gained, the general route ascends the left side of the face, 
crossing several bergschrunds and many more crevasses en route to the general 
vicinity of Victoria-Collier col. From the col, a simple ridge traverse will achieve 
the summit in fairly short order. Several descent options exist but, in this author’s 
humble opinion, the direct line is by far the finest when it’s in. To find it, make a 
few turns off of the summit pyramid, then traverse to the skier’s left. Cross above 
a band of nascent seracs until an ice rib resembling a nose is reached. From here, 
a fall line descent is possible directly through the guts of the upper face and 
middle icefall, before a small rightward traverse rejoins the ascent route to reach 
the base of the face. Reverse the approach back to the parking lot.
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Resources
For a updated and growing list of resource please visit:
www.banffbackcountryskiing.com

Gear
Banff
Atmosphere, www.atmosphere.ca/stores/banff.html 403-760-8249
Monod Sports, www.monodsports.com 403-762-4571
Rude Boys, www.rudeboys.com 403-762-8211
Unlimited Skate and Snow, www.unltd.ca 403-762-3725
Snowtips-Bactrax, www.snowtips-bactrax.com 403-762-8177
Soul Ski and Bike, www.banffsoul.com 403-760-1650

Lake Louise
Chateau Mountain Sports, www.chateaumountainsports.com 403-522-3837
Wilson Mountain Sports, www.wmsll.com 403-522-3636

Canmore
Gear Up Mountain Sport and Rentals, www.gearupsport.com 403-678-1636
Switching Gear, www.switchinggearinc.org 403-678-1992
Ski Uphill, www.skiuphill.ca 403-675-4455
Unlimited Skate and Snow, www.unltd.ca 403-678-6605
Valhalla Pure, www.vpo.ca 403-678-5610
Vertical Addiction, www.vertical-addiction.com 403-609-8226

Golden
Avalanche Safety Solutions, www.avalanchesafety.ca 250-344-8606
Higher Ground Sports, www.highergroundsports.ca 250-344-7980

Repair/Tuning
Banff
The Tune Shop, www.thetuneshop.ca 403-760-3450
Outdoor Gear Doctor, www.banffrepairs.com

Parks Canada
Banff - 224 Banff Ave, Banff, Alberta 403-762-1550
Lake Louise - 201 Village Road in the Samson Mall, Lake Louise, Alberta 403-
522-3833
Yoho - Trans-Canada Highway pullout, Field, BC 250-343-6783
Banff/Yoho/Kootenay Mountain Safety Specialists 403-762-1470
Park Wardens (to report park violations) 1-888-927-3367
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Trip Planning
Avalanche Canada, www.avalanche.ca 250-837-2141
ACMG Mountain Conditions Reports, www.acmg.ca/mcr
Backcountry YYC, www.facebook.com/groups/532259223516611/

Accommodation
The Alpine Club of Canada, 
www.alpineclubofcanada.ca 403-678-3200
Banff Lake Louise Tourism, www.banfflakelouise.com 403-762-8421
Travel Alberta, www.travelalberta.com 1-800-252-3782
The Great Divide Lodge, www.thegreatdividelodge.com 1-888-682-2212

Book Updates
Confessions Of A Ski Bum, www.confessionsofaskibum.com
Get To The Mountains Publishing, www.gettothemountains.com
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“You should just ski.”


